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128 Environment. Public Health. Bonds. Initiative Statute 
Official Title and Summary: 
E~\'IRO:\;"1E:\T. PUBLIC HEALTH. BO:\DS. 
I:\ITIA TIVE STATUTE 
• Requires regulation of pesticide use to protect food and agricultural worker safety. 
• Phases out use on food of pesticides knov,:n to cause cancer or reproductive harm, chemicals that 
potentially deplete ozone layer. 
• Requires reduced emissions of gases contributing to global warming. Limits oil, gas extraction within 
bay, estuarine and ocean waters. Requires oil spill prevention, contingency plans. 
• Creates prevention, response fund from fees on oil deliveries. 
• Establishes water quality criteria, monitoring plans. Creates elective office of Environmental Advocate. 
• Appropriates 840,000,000 for environmental research. 
• Authorizes $300,000,000 general obligation bonds for ancient redwoods acquisition, forestry projects. 
Summary of Legislative Analyst's 
Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact: 
• Annual state administrative and program costs of approximately $90 million, decreasing in future years; 
partially offset by $10 million increased annual fee revenue. 
• Local governments would incur $8 million one-time cost: $5 million to S10 million annually, decreaSing in 
future vears. 
• State General Fund to incur one-time 8i50.000 appropriation in 1992-93 for Office of Environmental 
Advocate, future office administrative costs unknown; 840 million for environmental research grants. 
• If all bonds authorized for ancient redwood acquisition, forestry projects were sold at i.5 percent interest 
and paid over the typical 20-year period. General Fund would incur approximately $535 million in costs 
to payoff principal ($300 million) and interest (8235 million). . ,-:-
• Estimated average annual costs of bond principal and interest would be $22 million. 
• Per-barrel fee on oil would increase revenues by $500 million by 1996-97, used to pay oil spill 
prevention / clean-up costs. Indefinite deferral of potentially $2 billion in future state oil ~d gas revenues 
resulting from limits on oil and gas leases in marine waters. 
• Indirect fiscal impact could increase or decrease state and local government program costs and revenues 
from general and special taxes in an unknown amount. The overall impact is unknown. 
Analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
Background increased as a result of several factors. These include: (1) 
burning fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas) for energy, 
(2) clearing forests for industrial or residential use, and (3) 
polluting the air with industrial or motor vehicle emissions. 
The state and local governments in California have 
developed a number of programs to address environmental 
issues. 
Pesticides and Food Safety 
Many foods grown in California are treated with 
pesticides to control bugs, molds, and other 
produce-damaging pests. The California Department of 
Food and Agriculture (DFA) regulates the sale and use of 
pesticides in California. Among other things, the 
regulations govern "( 1) the manner in which the pesticide 
may be applied to crops and (2) the amount of pesticide 
allowed to remain in or on food once it is harvested. 
To enforce these regulations, the DFA tests about 17,000 
samples of over 200 different kinds of produce. Produce 
that violates the requirements are destroyed. In addition, 
the state Department of Health Services assists the DFA in 
evaluating the health risks of leo pie being exposed to 
pestici.des, and enforces foo safety laws to protect 
consumers from eating contaminated or mislabeled foods. 
Air Pollution Emissions 
The amount of "greenhouse gases" in the air has 
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Greenhouse gases may warm the earth's atmosphere and 
ultimately could cause significant changes in climate. 
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which are used as coolants, 
insulation, solvents, and for other industrial purposes, can 
damage the earth's ozone layer when they escape into the 
air. Damage to the ozone layer subjects plants, animals and 
humans to more of the sun's ultraviolet rays. 
Federal law requires producers to cut CFC sales in half 
by 1998. The United States, however, recently signed an 
international agreement which calls for a complete 
phaseout of all CFC production by the year 2000. The 
federal government plans to update its regulations by the 
end of 1990 to reflect this agreement. Current state law 
does not regulate CFCs but requires that the state achie' ~ 
certain air pollution reduction goals within a 20-v, t 
period. These laws require reductions in carboninonoxide • 
and nitrogen dioxide levels, as well as reductions in some 
other air pollutants within specific, heavily polluted areas of 
the state. 
GOO 
Redwoods Preservation and Reforestation 
California contains about 19 million acres of forestland 
that can support logging operations. This total forestland 
includes about 1.7 million acres of redwood forests L ~omposed of (1) about 1.5 million acres that have been 
logged previously (currently managed as second-growth 
forests) and (2) about 208,000 acres of virgin and partially 
cut stands considered to be old-growth forest. About 86,000 
acres of these old-growth redwoods are in state and 
national parks, wilderness areas, or other areas where 
logging is prohibited. The remaining 122,000 acres 
generally comprise private stands of redwoods that 
currently are being logged, or could be logged in the 
future. 
Loggers use different methods to harvest timber. These 
methods include clearcutting, which involves cutting all the 
trees on a site at one time, and the selection method, which 
involves periodically cutting selected trees on a site. 
Regardless of which method is used, the timberland owner 
must ensure that a specified minimum number of trees are 
growing on the land within five years of concluding logging 
operations. The California Department of Forestrv and 
Fire Protection (CDFFP) regulates logging activities on 
California's state-owned and private timberlands. 
Marine and Coastal Resources Protection 
Currently, there is substantial oil drilling and oil 
transpo.r~ation along some portions of the state's coastline. 
In addItIon, urban growth and industrial activitv near 
California's coastal waters have increased the amount of 
pollution which ultimatelv reaches the state's marine 
waters through runoff or industrial and municipal 
discharge. 
Oil Drilling and Spill Cleanup. The state grants leases 
'- or and receives significant revenues from private oil and 
~gas development on state tidelands and submerged lands 
that extend to three miles offshore. The State Lands 
COI?mission (SLC) has an extensive regulatory program 
deSIgned to prevent spills at offshore drilling platforms, 
marine terminals, processing facilities, and pipelines within 
its jurisdiction. The Department of Fish and Game IDFG) 
directs the overall operations of all state agencies involved 
in responding to an oil spill. For the actual cleanup work, 
the DFG attempts to make the responsible party pay for 
the cleanup. If the responsible party is unable to pay for 
cleanup, the DFG may use funds recovered from prior 
cleanups and civil fines. 
Marine Water Quality. The State Water Resources 
Control Board (SWRCB) and the Regional Water Quality 
Control Boards regUlate the discharge of wastes into state 
waters. This regulation involves a varietv of activities 
including water quality standards develo'pment, water 
quality monitoring, and permitting of dischargers. 
Permitted dischargers currently pay an annual fee for their 
permi~s. Revenue from the fee partially supports the 
boards regulatory programs. 
State Environmental Laws 
The DF A coordinates state pesticide policy and enforces 
pesticide laws. Three other state agencies are responsible 
J.2.r the development and coordination of state 
environmental policies as follows: 
• The Environmental Affairs Agency establishes policies 
and. coordinates state environmental programs related 
to aIr and water quality and solid waste disposal. 
L. .. • The Resources Agency oversees forestry and wildlife 
WI' pro~rams, management of state lands. and other 
enVlronmental activities. 
• The Health <l:nd Welfare Agency oversees the program 
of the DHS, mcluding drinking water regulation, toxic 
GOO 
materials handling and disposal, and various 
environmental health assessment and enforcement 
programs. 
Proposal 
This .measur~ :oakes significant changes to existing law 
reg.ar?mg pestICIdes and food safety, certain air pollution 
emISSIons, old-growth redwood forest preservation, marine 
and coastal resources protection. and the coordination and 
enforcement of state environmental laws. These changes 
include: 
• A phased-in total prohibition on the use on foods of 
pesticides containing any ingredient which may cause 
cancer or reproductive harm. . 
• Ad?ption and implem.entation of a new state plan 
whIch mandates stateWIde reductions in the emissions 
of greenhouse gases and development of a program to 
phase out the use of CFCs. 
• Authorization to sell $300 million in bonds to purchase 
old-growth redwood forests and to fund tree-plariting 
programs. 
• A permanent statewide ban on new leases for oil and 
gas development in the state's coastal waters. 
• A n~w p.rogram and funding mechanism for cleaning 
up 011 spIlls off the coast of California. 
• Accelerated deadlines for additional treatment of 
wastes that are discharged into water; development by 
~oastal counti~s of stormwater management plans; and 
ImplementatIon of pollution prevention plans bv 
certain waste dischargers. . 
• Creation of a new elective office of the Environmental 
Advocate with responsibility for overseeing the 
implementation of the measure and for enforcement of 
all of the state's environmental laws. 
l!esticide Regulation. This measure requires that 
stncter standards be used to determine if pesticides may be 
used on food products. Under current law, pesticides that 
contain. an active ingredie.nt (the component of a pesticide 
that blls pests) that IS known to cause cancer or 
reproductive harm may not be used on food unless the 
DFA determines that the pesticide will be used in a 
manner that poses no serious health risk. Under current 
law, the DF A does not regulate inert ingredients (the 
component that .carries the active ingredient) in pesticides 
based on the rIsk of cancer or reproductive harm. In 
contrast, this measure would ban the use on food of any 
pesticide containing a chemical that is known to cause 
cancer or reproductive harm, regardless of the manner in 
which the pesticide would be used, and regardless of 
whether the chemical is present in the active or inert 
component of the pesticide. 
This ban would take effect in two to five years 
depending on whether it is the active ingredient 'or th~ 
inert ingredient in a pesticide that contains a chemical that 
is known to cause cancer or reproductive harm. However, 
if the manufacturer of a pesticide with active ingredients 
known to cause cancer or reproductive harm demonstrates 
that banning the pesticide would result in severe economic 
hardship to the agricultural industrv, the measure allows 
the s.t~te Director of Heal.t~ Services to postpone banning 
speCIfIC uses of that pestICIde for up to three additional 
Years . 
. The measure also requires that stricter standards be used 
to determine the amounts of pesticide residue that may 
remain on food based on all potential serious human health 
effects. such as debilitating disease or injurY. The measure 
prohi~its r~sid.u~s of ac:ti~~ ingredients on food unless they 
pose no sIgmflcant nsk to human health, and, in some 
cases, makes more restrictive the method used to 
determine "no significant risk" than the method currently 
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used. In addition, the measure prohibits inert ingredients 
from being used on foods, unless the ingredients pose no 
significant risk of debilitating disease or injury. Current law 
does not specify limits on the amount of inert ingredients 
that may remain on food. Foods-including foods shipped 
into the state from outside California-that contain any 
residue of a banned pesticide or a residue that exceeds the 
acceptable limits could not be sold in the state. Finally, the 
measure requires the DFA to establish a program to collect 
and dispose of any pesticides that are banned under the 
measure. 
In addition, the measure transfers from the DFA to the 
DHS the responsibility for evaluating pesticide health risks 
and setting pesticide exposure limits and other health 
standards. The measure also prohibits the DFA from 
allowing a pesticide to be used in a manner that conflicts 
with regulations adopted by the DHS. Finally, the measure 
expands the information that the DFA must provide to the 
public before the department allows a pesticide to be used 
in California. 
The DFA currently allows about 2,300 different pesticide 
products to be used on food. At least 350 of these pesticide 
products would be banned under the provisions of the 
measure. The effect on agricultural production of banning 
these products would depend on the degree to which 
farmers are able to find. within the timeframe set out in the 
measure, effective substitute pesticides for those banned by 
the measure or to use economical alternative methods of 
producing crops. 
Air Pollution Emissions. The measure imposes new air 
emissions standards and other requirements. Among other 
things, the measure: 
1. Greenhouse Gases. Requires the California Energy 
Resources Conservation and Development Commission 
(CEq and the Air Resources Board (ARB) to develop and 
adopt, by January 1, 1993, a plan to reduce greenhouse 
gases. The measure does not define the specific 
components of the plan but requires that the plan must (a) 
reduce greenhouse gases to the "maximum feasible" extent 
and (b) require net reductions of carbon dioxide emissions 
from the 1988 levels of 20 percent by January 1, 2000 and 40 
percent by January 1, 2010. These percentages can be 
adjusted to reflect differences in the population growth 
rate between California and the nation. The measure 
requires all state and local agencies to adopt regulations to 
carry out the plan. 
Meeting the measure's carbon dioxide requirements 
would necessitate substantial reductions in the amount of 
fossil fuel (oil, gas, and coal), which is used in 
transportation, electrical power generation, and industry. 
The extent of these reductions on these sectors of the 
economy would depend upon the specific provisions which 
are incorporated into the plan. 
2. CFCs. Requires the ARB to develop a regulatory 
program to phase out CFCs by 1997, and specifies some 
intermediate restrictions on CFC use and recycling. 
Individuals or corporations may petition for extensions of 
the deadlines on the intermediate and final restrictions. 
The measure requires the state to establish and administer 
a program, beginning January 1, 1993, mandating the 
installation and proper use of CFC recycling equipment by 
mechanics who service vehicular air conditioning systems. 
3. Recycled Paper Products. Requires state agencies and 
most local governments (cities, counties, school districts, 
and community colleges) to grant a 10 percent bid 
preference for companies selling recycled paper products. 
The bid preference allows these companies to be awarded a 
contract, even if their bid is as much as 10 percent higher 
than the lowest bid offered by a competitor that is not 
selling products made with recycled paper. The measure 
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also repeals a 8100,000 per-contract ceiling on the amount 
of the preference payable under existing law. The measure 
requires the state to reimburse local governments for the 
difference in price paid due to the preference. 
4. Trees. Requires any person who constn ,al 
residential or nonresidenthl project to plant one tree for ~ 
every 500 square feet of the project. The measure does not 
define "project." As a result, the number'of trees required 
for planting is unclear. For example, if "project" means the 
surface area of the foundation of a building, plus the floor 
space on each level of a multistory building, the measure 
could require thousands of trees for one tall office building. 
If "project" means only the foundation area, then the 
measure would require fewer tree plantings. 
Redwoods Preservation and Reforestation. The measure 
authorizes the state to sell $300 million in general obligation 
bonds to acquire stands of old-growth redwoods ($200 
million) and to support urban forestry projects and rural 
reforestation programs (8100 million). 
In addition, the measure imposes a one-year moratorium 
on logging in any stand of old-growth redwoods that is 10 
acres or larger and which previously has never been 
logged. After this one-year moratorium, the measure would 
prohibit clearcutting of old-growth redwoods forests, but 
would allow selective cutting of these forests. 
Coastal Drilling. Currently, state law prohibits new oil 
and gas development in most of the state's coastal waters. 
In addition, the State Lands Commission (SLC) has 
prohibited new oil and gas. leases in the remaining coastal 
waters. This measure prohibits any new oil and gas leases in 
the state's coastal waters, marine bays, and estuaries. The 
measure allows a suspension of the prohibition in the event 
of a federal energy emergency. 
Oil Spill Prevention and Cleanup. The mt r. 
prohibits the state from issuing or renewing, after Jarulary., 
1, 1992, any lease for a facility located on state tidelands that 
is a potential source of oil spills, unless the SLC has adopted 
an oil spillirevention plan. The measure requires oil 
facilities an local agencies along the coast to develop oil 
spill contingency plans. The measure also requires the DFG 
to direct all state activities relating to oil spill response, 
including enforcement of new civil penalty provisions. 
To fund oil spill cleanups, the measure creates the Oil 
Spill Prevention and Respo~e- Fund and requires the SLC 
to collect revenues and administer the fund. The SLC is 
required to impose a fee of up to 25 cents on each barrel of 
oil traveling through state waters by tanker or pipeline, so 
that the fund reaches $500 million within six years. The 
measure requires the Attorney General to take action to 
recover from parties responsible for oil spills any money 
spent from the fund for cleanup or other response costs. 
Marine Water Quality. The measure makes several 
changes in the state's water quality regulation programs 
regarding marine bays, estuaries and coastal waters. The 
measure requires: 
• Certain industrial waste dischargers to develop and 
implement pollution prevention plans designed to 
reduce production of water pollutants. 
• Coastal counties to develop stormwater management 
plans to minimize runoff that pollutes marine waters. 
• The SWRCB and sewage treatment facilities to meet a 
variety of accelerated deadlines for improving water 
quality. These improvements already are required by 
federal or state law. 
In addition, the measure requires the DHS to in_ . .:if). 
threats to the public health from contaminated fish and" 
contaminated waters that are used for swimming. The DHS 
is required to set standards to protect the public health 
from contaminated fish and ocean waters, and to take any 
G90 
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actions necessary to warn and protect the public regarding 
waters and fish that pose a public health threat. 
Environmental Advocate and State Em;ironmental Law 
Enforcement. The measure creates the Office of the 
) Environmental Advocate in the executive branch of the 
state government, to be headed by a partisan elected 
official chosen in the November 1992 statewide election. 
The advocate will oversee the implementation of this 
measure and the enforcement of all state environmental 
protection and public health laws. The advocate may sue or 
pursue administrative action to ensure compliance with this 
measure or other environmental protection and public 
health laws. The measure also provides legal mechanisms 
by which public officials and individuals may seek to 
enforce the provisions of the measure. 
In addition, the measure creates a seven-member 
California Council on Environmental Quality (CCEQ) as 
part of the office, with the advocate as council chairperson. 
The council will administer a competitive research grants 
program on (1) alternatives to pesticides in agriculture, 12) 
compliance with the other environmental requirements in 
the measure, and (3) methods to reduce the amount of 
toxic chemicals produced in the state. 
Fiscal Effect 
The more significant governmental costs and revenues 
that would result directlv from this measure are 
summarized below. . 
Administrative and Program Costs. This measure would 
result in identifiable annual state administrative and 
program costs of approximately $90 million. These costs 
would be offset partially by increased annual fee revenue of 
about $10 million. Local governments would incur one-time 
costs of up to $8 million, and annual costs in the range of S5 
million to $10 million. The annual costs to the state and 
~ocal governments would decrease over time. These costs 
would result from activities related to pesticides and food 
safety; air pollution, global warming and ozone protection: 
and oil spill prevention and cleanup, water quality and 
waste discharges. 
The measure also makes one-time General Fund 
appropriations of (1) 840 million for environmental 
research grants in 1990-91 and (2) $750.000 to the Office of 
the Environmental Advocate for administrative costs in 
1992-93. The administrative costs of the office in future 
years is unknown. 
Bond Costs. The state would incur costs for the bonds 
sold to acquire stands of old-growth redwood trees and to 
support urban and rural forestry programs. These costs 
would total about $535 million to payoff the principal (8300 
million) and interest ($235 million), assuming an interest 
rate of 7.5 percent. The average payment from the state's 
General Fund would be about $22 million per year, over a 
period of about 20 years. The state would incur about 84 
million in annual costs to administer the bond program. 
These administrative costs would be paid from the bond 
funds. 
Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fee Revenues. The 
per-barrel fees on oil required by this measure would result 
in total revenues of $500 million bv 1996-97. These 
revenues would be used to pay for oil spill prevention, 
cleanup. and related state administrative costs. 
State Tidelands Ret"enues. Currentlv, oil and gas 
development is prohibited in California's coastal waters.- In 
some areas this ban results from state administrative action 
and in other areas from the enactment of state law. 
Consequently, this measure"s ban on new oil and gas 
development would have no immediate effect on state oil 
revenues. In the absence of this measure, however, the 
administrative ban could be lifted and the state could 
receive offshore oil revenues from some areas over manv 
years. The total amount of this potential revenue (s 
unknown, but could be up to 82 billion. In addition, by 
making permanent the existing state law bans on drilling in 
other areas of the coast, some of which expire on January 1, 
1995, the measure could result in the state forgOing 
additional unknown oil revenues. 
Timber Harvestin~ Revenues. This measure could 
increase or decrease the revenue that the state receives 
from various taxes, depending on the effect of the measure 
on the net value of harvested timber. In addition. the 
measure could result in decreased revenue to local 
governments to the extent that lands acquired under the 
measure no longer would be assessed property taxes. 
Potential Indirect Fiscal Impacts 
In addition to its direct fiscal impacts on state and local 
governments, this measure could have a variety of indirect 
fiscal impacts. This is because the private sector of the 
California economy would be required to make substantial 
changes in order to comply with the measure's provisions. 
These changes could increase or decrease state and local 
government costs of providing programs and services and 
revenues from general and special taxet 
Examples of the measure's provisions that could have an 
indirect fiscal impact on state and local governments 
include: 
• \fandated reductions in carbon dioxide emissions 
which will result in reduced use of fossil fuels for 
transportation, electrical generation, and other 
economic activities. 
• Pesticide use restrictions which could increase the cost 
of producing some agricultural crops if farmers cannot 
find economical alternatives for controlling pests. 
• Pesticide I food safety provisions and water I air quality 
requirements which could reduce the number of 
Californians who experience adverse health effects 
such as cancer or respiratory ailments. 
• Restrictions on oil drilling and increased requirements 
for oil spill prevention and response which could (1) 
reduce the risk of a major oil spill along the coast and 
12) have an impact on economic activities along the 
coast. 
These changes could affect such factors as business costs 
and profits. and consumer prices and demand for various 
goods and services, thus indirectly affecting state and local 
government costs and revenues. The overall net impact of 
these changes is unknown and would depend on, among 
other things, (1) the specific elements that are included in 
plans required by the measure and (2) the manner in 
which various sectors of the state's economy adapt to the 
measure's new requirements and restrictions. 
For text of Proposition 128 see page 74 
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128 Environment. Public Health. Bonds. Initiative Statute 
Argument in Favor of Proposition 128 
Proposition 128 is the BIG GREE\, initiative. 
It will protect us, and especiall~' our children, from toxic chemical 
pollution of our air, water and food supply, It will save billions of dollars 
in health care and energy costs. It was written by California's 
well-respected major environmental organizations, and is supported by 
leading California health care professionals, scientists, farmers. business 
and labor leaders. 
It is opposed by the chemical and pesticide industries and big 
agribusiness. 
Proposition 128 deals with URGE\,T HE:\LTH ISSl.1ES that need 
addressing. If we don't take responsible action :-';OW. the problems will 
continue to get worse. WE OWE A CLEA\' AJ\D HEALTHY 
E:-';VIRO~ME\T TO OUR CHILDRE!\. 
Here's what Proposition 128 will do: 
• PHASE OCT CHEMICALS THAT DESTROY THE OZO\,E 
LA YER ~'hich protects us from skin cancer, and reduce carbon 
dioxide that threatens global warming; 
• Phase out the use of pesticides on our food which have already 
been PROVEN to cause cancer or birth defects, and require that 
safer alternatives be used: '-
• PROTECT OUR DRI!\KI1\'G WATER and coastal waters from 
toxic chemical contamination. It sets tough new sewage control 
and health standards: --
• Protect our ancient redwood forests, and plant millions of new 
trees to reduce carlton dioxide: 
• Requires oil companies to establish an oil spill clean-up and 
prevention fund, to protect the coast and to ensure that an Alaskan 
oil spill disaster doesn't happen here: 
• Elect an independent Environmental Advocate with tough powers 
to crack down on polluters and make government and corporate 
bureaucrats comply with environmental protection laws. 
The pesticide and chemical industries say we can't afford to clean up 
California. 
We can't afford not to. 
In Southern California every year. we pay $9 billion in extra sick davs 
and medical bills caused by air pollution. The ;'I;ational Center for 
Health Statistics issued a study in 19&5 stating the overall medical costs 
for cancer in California alone are over $7 billion annualh·. 
Pesticides have contaminated more than 3,000 drinking water wells 
throughout the State. Sewage and toxic waste are pumped into the 
oceans. and fish and marine life are contaminated bv toxic chemicals. 
90% of our ancient redwoods have alreadv bee'n cut down. An 
epidemic of skin cancers will happen because' of the growing hole in 
the ozone laver. 
PRoposiTIO\' 128 IS REASO!\ABLE A~D FEASIBLE. It allows 
time for industrv to develop and phase in alternatives. In fact, many 
alternatives are already available. It provides 840 million for research 
on safer substitutes. 
PROPOSITIO\' 128 IS COST-EFFECfIVE. 
The interest of Proposition 128 is our health-to protect us from toxic 
chemicals. 
Our children have a right to a clean environment, free from toxic 
chemical pollution. 
WE OWE IT TO THEM, for their health and their future. WE OWE 
IT TO OURSELVES. -
VOTE YES O\' PROPOSITION 128. 
DR. JAY HAIR 
President, l-iational Wildlife Federation 
LUCY BLAKE 
Executive Director, California League of ConservatiOl 
Votlm' 
DR. HERB NEEDLEMAN, M.D . 
Member, American Academy of Pediatrics, 
Committee on Environmental Hazards 
Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 128 
As university scientists and doctors whose life work is ensuring public 
health, we share the concerns for safe water, air and food. But 
PROPOSITIO\' 128 is NOT THE WAY. 
e. Everett Koop, M.D., U.S. Surgeon General 1981-89, agrees. He 
says: 
"I have spent my life admonishing Americans to do things to protect 
and enhance their health. 
"Public policy should be based on sound science, ;'I;OT SCARE 
TACTICS. If I thought this proposition would protect the health of 
mothers and children, as its proponents claim, I'd be with them. I'm 
not. Proposition 128 would NOT PROTECT CALIFOR\'IA\'S' 
HEALTH." 
Let's examine THE FACfS: 
• Proposition 128, dealing with many complex scientific and health 
issues, was written by politicians and lawyers. 
• The National Cancer Institute reports cancer rates have decreased 
or stabilized, except for those related to personal behavior. such as 
smoking. 
• Proposition 128's restriction of carbon dioxide emissions has 
:-JOTHING TO DO WITH SMOG. 
• There are NO PROVEN human cancer-causing pesticides allowed 
on foods in California. 
• The !'iational Academv of Sciences recommends we eat more fruits 
and vegetables to reduce the risks of cancer and heart disease. But 
128 would counter that advice by INCREASING PRICES 30% and 
seriously reducing supplies of these healthy foods. 
Proposition 128 deals with too many complex issues, and would result 
in higher food. water and energy prices, more bureaucrats, more 
lawsuits and HIGHER TAXPAYER COSTS. 
And still not make us or our children any healthier. 
Read Proposition 128. VOTE NO! . 
WALLACE I. SAMPSON, M.D. 
Stanford Univlm'ity School of Medicine 
DR. JUDITH S. STERN 
Professor, Department of Nutrition 
Univlm'ity of California, Davis 
STEPHAN S. STERNBERG, M.D. 
Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research 
22 Arguments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors and have not been checked for accuracy by any official agency. G90 
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Argument Against Proposition 128 
:\11 Californians are concerned about our environment but 
Proposition 128 COSTS TOO MUCH. TRIES TO DO TOO \ICCH 
.-\.ND \lAY CAUSE \IORE PROBLE\fS TH:\N IT SOLVES. We urge 
you to VOTE NO. -
IT COSTS TOO \fUCH 
The I:"iITIAL ESTI\!ATES by the non-partisan independent 
Legislative Analyst said that Proposition 128 would cost nearly 83 
BILLION with ''ADDITIONAL UNKNOWN COSTS"to state and local 
taxpayers. Since then, independent non-government economic experts 
estimate that costs and lost revenue could be 0312 BILLIO:\ 
ANNUALLY. 
\'0 FU:"mING SOURCE 
Californians can't afford that price tag~specially since Proposition 
128 HAS NO FUNDIl'<G PROVISION. That means HIGHER TA.XES or 
SEVERE CUTS IN essential SERVICES. 
HIGHER FOOD AND ENERGY PRICES 
Hardly anyone denies that the new regulations proposed by 
Proposition 128 would result in higher costs for food, electricity and 
gasoline. Some estimates indicate FOOD PRICES INCREASI:-..IG BY 
30%, electricity UP 20% and gasoline UP $.60 per gallon! Californians 
on fixed incomes, seniors, small businesses, single parents and the poor 
would be hardest hit. 
\,EW STATE BUREAUCRACY 
MORE LAWSUITS 
This initiative would create the potential for thousands of new 
lawsuits against state and local governments. Cash penalties and 
lawyers fees would have to be paid for by taxpayer dollars. The 
BOU:-..ITY PROVISION of this initiative would allow members of radical 
groups like EARTH FIRST to personally share in any awards from 
successful lawsuits. 
MAKES BUSINESS NON-COMPETITIVE 
California's businesses, small and large, forced to comply with 
hundreds of new government regulations, would be at a competitive 
disadvantage with their counterparts in other states. Proposition 128 
would require such extreme environmental regulations that it would 
GIVE FOREIG~ COUNTRIES major ADVANTAGES over California 
businesses. 
PROPOSITION 128 TRIES TO DO TOO MUCH 
Proposition 128 is 39 pages and more than 16,000 words long. Clearly 
we need to protect California's environment. But we must take a 
rational approach, one that examines issues concerning California's 
resources-air, water, forests, food and coastline-independently. 
There are too many important issues in Proposition 128 to be voted on 
together. It should be split into separate pieces so the issues can be 
voted on separately. 
fA roposition 128 would create an entirely \,EW STATE 
\.._ .,EAUCRACY with a budget of OVER $40 MILLION! It has been 
, widely reported that Tom Hayden, an author of Proposition 128 will 
run for Environmental Advocate, a position the initiative would create. 
If elected, Tom Havden would head a whole new Sacramento 
bureaucracy emplOYing hundreds of new lawyers, consultants and 
bureaucrats at a cost of millions of additional taxpayer dollars. 
Proposition 128 would give broad authority over all environmental 
issues to a single individual-independent from and more powerful 
than the Governor, the Legislature and local governments-with a 
multi-million dollar annual budget. POLITICIZING THE 
ENVIRONMEr-.! IS NOT THE WAY TO SAVE IT! 
Protecting the environment is an absolute necessity, BUT 
PROPOSITION 128 COSTS TOO MUCH, TRIES TO DO TOO MUCH 
.-\.:-..ID \1.W CAUSE MORE PROBLEMS THAN IT SOLVES! 
Proposition 128 is WELL-INTENDED but FATALLY FLo\.WED. 
VOTE :-..10 ON PROPOSITION 128 
BARBARA KEATING-EDH 
President, Consumer Alert 
AL STEHLY 
Family Farmer 
LARRY McCARTHY 
President, California Taxpayers' Association 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 128 
THREE THINGS ARE VERY CLEAR: • Their claims about food prices are simply false-another example 
• Big Green (128) is a battle for the health of Californians, especially of chemical and pesticide companies crying wolf. 
our kids and grandchildren; • An independent Environmental Advocate will enforce 
• The chemical and pesticide industries, and their allies are leading emironmentallaws and fight bureaucratic inaction. 
the fight to defeat Big Green: • 128 funds research to develop alternatives to harmful chemicals. 
• We should do everything possible to protect ourselves and our Who's really trying to protect your health? The environmental and 
children from chemicals that cause cancer and birth defects. health specialists supporting 128? Or the chemical and pesticide 
BIG GREEN WILL PROTECT OUR HEALTH industries opposing it? 
NOW AND IN THE FlJTURE. LET'S DO WHAT WE KNOW IS RIGHT. 
• It is tough and enforceable-with strong penalties and no VOTE YES ON 128. 
loopholes. It stops the use of known cancer-causing pesticides DR. HERB :'Il'EEDLEMAN, M,D. 
within z...,g years. and chemicals destroying our ozone layer within 7 .11ember •. 4.merican Academy of Pediatrics 
Years. Committee on Environmental HaZllrds 
• The chemical and pesticide industries say government is doing 
enough. The truth is government hasn't done enough. 128 deals 
with one issue: stopping the pollution of our water. air and food. 
DR. JAY HAIR 
President, National Wildlife Federation 
- Thev sav it costs too much. That's nonsense .. -\.nd thev don't talk \-HCHAEL PAPARIAN 
.~ ____ ~b_o_U~t_t_he __ c_os_t_O_f_P_O_ll_ut_io_n __ to __ ou_r_h_e_a_lt_h_a_n_d_t_h_e_e_c_on_o_ffi __ y.________________ st_a_te __ D_ir_e_c_ro_r_._sl_·err __ a_c_l_u_b_c_a_l_~_o_rn __ ia ______________ __ 
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{IaUIIIl alld at a proportlfmatt' ratl' for all~J other Quami!y. (wd oil ali Ilmlilauid 
distilled SPlritl' contaminJ!.5(1 /Jerrent or less alcoho! hu welJ!ht, two celltl (SO. 0]) 
per oU1lce amlrdupozs and at a proport/(II/ate rate for anu other qual/tlllJ, 
i ill On all distilled spiTlt" ill excess oj proo/ strelleth alld all nrJlliruuld 
distilled spmts contammg maTt' tha1l 5{1 perce1lt alcohol b!! u'elcht. tlW tITTles the 
rate specified in subdivisIOn (a, 
SEC,5, 011 and after March }, }99}, an excise surtax IS herebu imposed Upllll 
all beer and wine soid i1l thiS state brl a manufacturer, u'lIleerlirL·er. or Importer, 
and upon al/ dlst/lied spmts sold in this state bu a manufacturer, distilled spmts 
manufacturer;' aeent. brandu manufacturer. 'willel!rou'er. Importer, rectifier. 
wholesaier. commmi comer u'lth respect to dlstillt'd spmts sail's madt' upon boats, 
trains, a1ld airplanes. or persons licensed to sell distilled spirits u/Jon boats. 
trains. al/d airplanes, and Up01l sellers of beer. u·ine. or distilled spirits u'ith 
respect to which no tax has been pold u1tnin areas ocer which the Cnited States 
government exeroses juriSdiction. at the follawine rates: 
10 I On ali beer. sixteen cents ($0,16) Per eolian a1ld at a proportionate rate for 
anI! other auantitu, - , 
'( b, a,l ali still u;ines contai1line not more tha1l 14 perce1lt o(absolute alcohol 
by volume. nineteen cents ($0.19) Per wine gall01l and at a proportionate rate for 
a1lY other quantity, 
ICI all all still u-ines containmg more tha1l 14 percent of absolute aicohol by 
colume, eighteen cents (SO.181 per U,,1e gallon and at a proportimlOte rate for 
an!! other quantity, 
(dian sporkling hard cider. ei(lhtee1l cents (S(}.181 per wille J!alion and at a 
proportIOnate rate for any other quantit!!, 
I e I 011 01/ distilied spirits of proof streneth or less, olle dollar a1ld thirty cents 
(SI,JO, per U1ne J!aliOTI and ai a proportionate rate (or any other quantity, 
(fla,l all distilled spirits i1l excess of proof stren(lth. two dollars and sixty 
cents (S2,601 per wine gall01l a1ld at a proportionate rate for any other auantitu, 
(g; Except with respect to beer and wi1le i1l the possession of an aLcoholrc 
beverage manufacturer. and except with respect to distilLed spirits in the 
possessIOn of a distilled spirits mallufacturer. whoLesaler, or importer. the 
LegisLature shall impose, by appropriate LegisLatioll. floor stock taxes in amounts 
equal to the ~urtaxe.\" lin posed br; thiS section upon ali alcoholic bel¥'raees UP{J/' 
IL'hirh tile surtaxes have 1Iot bl'{'T1 paid. u'hich are tTl the possess/{I/J at 2:U1 a,m. 011 
March 1, 199/, of a1l!! person /rceused pursuant to the seccmd IJOra~raph of Sectwn 
22 ofArflcie XX All!! floor stock taxes u'ith respect to alcoholic bet'era'ees shah 
become due and pa!!a"I(' br; remittal/c(' to the State Board 11 Equalizatill11 12(1 
daus after the date upon u'hich the floor tax is determined. 
SEC 6: The crClse taxes al/d surtaxe" Imposed u1lder SectiOlls J, .;, aT/d' , 
tTltel/ded to repiace a1ld therefore shall supercede the excIse taxe~ preL' , 
Imposed pursual/t to statutes, The excise taxes and surtaxes imposed UII(/C 
Sectiol/~ 3. 4. and 5 shall be subJect to credits. refuT/ds. al/d eremptlOns as 
described III statutes imposlllg those excise taxes immediatellf prIOr to the 
effective date of this article. The Le(!islature shall have the power to modify. add 
to. or repeal credits. refunds. and exemptions, Ail taxes, 11Iferest. and penalties 
imposed and all amounts of tax required to be paid to the State ul/der this article 
shall be paid in the form of remittances payable to the State of California al/d 
deposited into the General Fund at the times a1ld in the man1ler that thf 
LegisLature may prescribe. This article shall be self-executing, but nothine herei1l 
shall prohibit the Le~islature from enacting laws implementing and T/ot 
incon.ristent with its provisions. 
SEC i. The measure addill(! this section is inconsistent with a1ld intended as 
an alternative to any i1litiative measure that appears on the same bal/ot that 
imposes taxes or surtaxes upon alcoholic beverages, 111 the event that the measure 
addi1l(l this section a1ld a1l0ther measure that imposes taxes or surtaxes UpOT/ 
alcoholic bevera{!es are adopted at the same election. a conflict shall be deemed tf) 
exist between the measures alld the measure which receives the greater number of 
mtes shall prevail in its entiretu a1ld the other measure shall ve 1Iul/ a1ld VOId in 
its entirety, The taxes and surtaxes imposed by the measure adding this section 
shall not be imposed in addition to another tax or surtax upon alcoholic 
beveraees that is adopted at the same election, 
SEC 8, The provisions of the initiative measure. entitLed the Taxpayers Right 
to Vote Act of 199(J. if adopted by the voters at the November 6, 1990, general 
election. shallllot apply to this measure. 
Proposition 127: Text of Proposed Law 
This amendment proposed b,' Senate Constitutional Amendment 33 (Statutes 
of 1990. Resolution Chapter 571 expressly amends the Constitution b)' adding 
provisions thereto: therefore. new provisions proposed to be added are printed in 
italic type to indicate that thev are new, 
PROPOSED ADDmON TO SUBDIVISIOr\ lC) OF SECTIOr\ 2 
OF ARTICLE XIII A 
(4) The construction or i1lstallation of seismic retrofitting improcements or 
improvements utilizing earthquake haZllrd mitigation technologies. which are 
constructed or i1lstalled i1l existing buildin(!s after the effective date of this 
paragraph. The Legislature shall define eligible improvements. This exclusion 
does not apply to seismic safety reconstruction or improvements which qualify 
for exclusion pursuant to the last sentence of the first paragraph of subdivision 
(a), 
Proposition 128: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the We also further find and declare: 
provisions of Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. 1) As a result of California's nipid economic and population growth, the People 
This initiative measure amends. repeals. and adds sections to various codes: of the State consume vast amounts of fossil fuels and other chemical substances 
therefore, existing sections proposed to be deleted are printed in ~~ through transportation, heating and cooling, manufacturing, and in the 
and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to indicate production of electricity. That consumption creates tens of millions of tons of 
that they are new. waste gases and pollutants every year, including carbon dioxide from combustion 
PROPOSED LAW of fossil fuels, chlorofluorocarbons and halons from industry, and nitrous oxides 
TITLE ONE 
SECrIO" L Short Title 
This Act shall be known as the Environmental Protection Act of 1990, 
TITLE 1WO 
SECrIO:-'; 2, Findings and Declarations 
We, the People of the State of CalifOrnia, do fmd and declare: 
A. Our health. natural environment and quality of life are threatened by 
chemical pollution of the food which nourishes us, the air we breathe and our 
ocean waters, 
B. These emironmental problems arise from a common cause, our production 
of and dependence on toxic chemicals in all aspects of the economy. 
C. These problems are urgent issues requiring solutions. now, Our State and 
federal governments have failed to resolve them, and have not adequately 
protected our health and environment. The public's trust has been compromised 
by special interests, and public confidence has been weakened by government's 
failure to act. It is therefore necessary to act by way of initiative to make the 
necessary changes in law. 
We herebv further find and declare: 
1) Each year. millions of pounds of pesticides are used in California, and 
eventually contaminate the food chain, drinking water supply, ocean, air, soil and 
ecosystem. Manv of these pesticides pose clear hazards to human life and health, 
2) Our children are more vulnerable than adults to the toxic effects of 
pesticides because of their immature physiological systems and special 
susceptibility to cancer-causing substances. 
from motor vehicles. 
2) There is increasing and substantial scientific evidence that global 
temperatures are gradually being raised by the cumulative effect of the emissions 
of these gases released into the atmosphere by human and industrial acti\ity, 
3) In addition to the emissions of these gases, global warming is increased by 
the depletion of our forests and urban trees. Between 1977 and 1986 alone, 
California lost over 700,000 acres of its forests to agricultural use and urban 
expansion. 
4) California's old growth redwoods are an irreplaceable national and 
international resource, but exist only as a fragment of an ancient temperate rain 
forest ecosystem which once comprised approximately 2 million acres, Their 
continued destruction contributes to the loss of our forests and to global wanning, 
and their cutting and harvesting, especially through clear cutting, contributes to 
erosion. pollution of water courses, and destruction of fishery and animal 
resources, Because of their extremely high biomass per acre, preservation of 
ancient redwood stands is significant in counteracting global warming. and 
provides an example of the actions that should be taken on a global scale. 
5) There is also increasing and substantial scientific evidence that chemical 
substances are contributing to the destruction of the stratospheric ozone layer 
which shields the earth's surface from dangerous solar radiation. The continued 
destruction of the ozone layer could result in enormous increases in skin cancer 
cases. decreased yields of food crops, and adversely affect the health and welfare 
of the People of the State of California, 
J 
3) Neither the state nor federal government has adequately protected the 
People of the State of California from hazardous pesticides. in the food chain. in 
the fields, and elsewhere in the environment, placing adults and especiall\' 
children in serious jeopardy. A!; a result of this governmental failure. consumers 
and agricultural workers are exposed daily through work and food to hazardous 
pesticides. 
6) If these emissions continue unabated, and if the loss of trees in the State 
continues, global warming could have substantial adverse impacts on the State, 
including a reduction in water deliveries from the State Water Project to 
agricultural and urban areas, an expansion of San Francisco Bay caused by rising 
ocean levels. decreased crop yields due to higher temperatures and lower 
precipitation. increased temperatures, and increased energy usage to corl 
residences and workplaces, ~ 
7\ As a result. the People of the State of California declare that the State mu.. 
take the steps described in this Act to reduce toxic contamination of our air, to 
reduce its emission of waste gases which warm the atmosphere, to reduce and 
eliminate its use of chemicals which destroy the stratospheriC ozone layer, and to 
protect and restore trees in the state. 
4) The public health and environment will be best protected by the regulatory 
measures set forth in this Act, by conferring responsibility on the California 
Department of Health Services to control the use of pesticides, and by pro\iding 
State funds for the development of safe alternatives while phasing out cancer 
causing and other hazardous pesticides. 
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Finally, We find and declare: 
1) Over one million barrels of oil are imported into California each day by,oil 
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tankers' and from offshore oil platforms. In addition, current law permits oil 
development in state waters within three miles of the State's beaches and shores . 
,I 
2\ The transportation and unloading of this oil from oil tankers to shore 
facilities. and from offshore oil production platforms in both state and federal 
waters, seriouslv threatens the State's fisherv resources. the marine food chain. 
~oastline and beaches with oil pollution in the event of an oil spill. 
13) The recent oil spill in Alaska demonstrates that current oil spill prevention 
"actices and cleanup techniques are completely incapable of protecting the. 
State's fishery resources, marine food chain. coastline and beaches in the event ot 
a major oil spilL With current practices. the transportation of. and exploration and 
development for. oil cannot be conducted in a manner which adequatelv protects 
marine and coastal resources. 
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4\ In addition. past municipal. industrial and agricultural discharges into the 
State's bay. estuarine and ocean waters. discharges into waters that How into those 
waters. urban storm runoff. dredgIng acti~ities, and past legal and illegal dumping 
of toxic wastes, have all had a serious adverse effect on the manne environment. 
ocean resources and water quality and therefore on public health and safety. 
5\ Toxic substances continue to pollute the ocean environment, fishery 
resources. and the marine food chain. 
6) Therefore. the People of the State of California declare that the State must 
take the actions included in this Act. in order to protect the quality of our marine 
bav, estuarine and ocean waters. 
Accordinglv, We, the People of the State of California, do hereby enact the 
Environmental Protection Act of 1990, to safeguard the People from toxic 
contammation by chemical poisons in the food supply, to reduce chemical 
pollution which contrIbutes to global warming and depletIon of the ozone layer. 
to protect and increase the number of trees in the State thereby decreasIng the 
production of chemicals and waste gases which contribute to global warmIng and 
depletion of the ozone layer, and to protect California's marine resources and 
coastline from oil spills and pollution by toxic chemicals, 
TITLE THREE 
SECTION 3. Chapter 9 is added to Division 21 of the Health and Safety Code, 
to read: 
CHAPTER 9. FOOD SAFETY AND PESTICIDES 
Article I 
2690f. (a I The regIstration of any pesticide containtlll? an active ingredient 
known to cause cancer or reproductive harm. which is rel?istered for use on food 
vr for which a tolerance e:cists as of the effectioe date of this Chapter. shaii be 
canceiied and applicable tolerances revokea by january I. 1996. 
Ibl The regIstration of any pesticide contain/nl? an active ingredient. 
, registered for use on food, vr for which a tolerance e:cists. /L'hich .'S determined 
: after the ef!ectit'e date of this Chapter to cause cancer or reprod..ucttve harm. shaii 
j ~e cancelled and applicable tolerances revoked on or before fIVe years from the 
•
1 'ate of the determination. -
c: i~~ (c) No pesticide containing an active ingredient knvwn to cause cancer or 
reproductit'e harm may be registeTed. or any tolerance adopted. faT any new use 
vn food after the effectioe date of this Chapter. .. . 
(d) No pesticiae for whIch the health effects studIes reqUIred by SectIOn 
I3J23(c) of the Food and Agricultural Code are missing or inadequate shaii be 
registered for any new use on food. 
26902. (aj ,Vot/L'Ithstandinf/ Section 2690/{a) and Ibl, the Director of Health 
Sert'ices may, by reflulation. extend the registration and tolerance of a pesticide 
subject thereto for a period not to exceed three years, if the registrant 
demonstrates fvr each use of the pesticide for which an e:ctension is sought: 
( I) Cancellation of the pesticide wiii cause severe economic hardship to the 
state's agricultural inQustry; and 
i2} No known alternative pest control or management practice can be used 
effectit'ely; and 
(3) The tolerance adopted meets the requirements of this Chapter. including 
Sections ;.Jfi905 and 26906: and 
(-I) The quantity vf the pesticide used in this state has been reduced by at least 
an average of /0% per year over the five year period from base period use in this 
State. 
(b) A statement as to the basis upon which the proposed regulation is then 
predicated. and the record then available to the Director shall be made atYJilable 
when notice IS issued pursuant to Government Code Section 11346.5. 
IC} During any e:ctension authorized pursuant to subdivision la): 
( I) The pesticide shall be a restricted material, subject to Section 14006.5 vf the 
Food and Agricultural Code: and 
(2) The Director shall restrict uses and revoke tolerances of the pesticide as 
necessary in vrder to reduce the quantity vf the pesticide used each year by all 
averal(e of an additional 10% per year Vt'er the e:ctension period from the base 
period use in this state. 
Article 2 
::69OJ. 1 a) The registrant of anll high hazard pesticide reflistered for use on 
food. vr any person 071 whose IJehalJ a tolerance has been established. may, before 
I .vovember i. 1994. petition the Directvr pursuant to GVL'ernment Code Section 11347 for a determl1lation that the pesticide does not cause cancer. The reg!Strunt 
I a/ any pesticide ref/lstered for use on food which is Identified after the effective date of this, Chapter as a hi h hazara pesticide.. vr any person on whose liehalf a J 'olerance for such pestici'e has been establIshed. may petItIOn the Dtrecto.r A~J.ithlll fvur years after the identification for a determl1lation that the pes, ticllle 
"~oes not cause cancer. 
;b) Upon the fllinl? vf any such petition. the Director shaii determl1le. in 
accordance with the standards o( this Chapter and based on complete and 
adequate scientific data. whether it has been demonstrated that the pesticide is 
not kuown to cause cancer. The ertteria for this determinatIon shaii be those 
utilized for classificativn vf a pesticide knvwn to cause cancer as specified in 
;,ection :!69I4(/J II). 
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ICI If the Director does not adopt a regulation grantinfl a petition flied 
pursuant to wbdivislon (al /L'ithin one year after filing, vr a petItion has not 
been filed regarding a high hazard pestiCIde pursuant to subdivision (ai, the 
pesticide shaii be known to cause cancer within the meaning of this Chapter. I/ud 
>I/Oll be subject to Section 26901 (b i if the pesticide is highly hazardous due to its 
active I1ll?redient. or rhaii be ,wbject to Section 26904lal if the pesticide is highill 
hazardous because of its inert ingredient. 
Idi The Council VII Envmmmental QualitIJ. established by Gm:ernment Cvde 
Section 12260. shall glL-e priority to developing alternatives to the pestiCIdes 
wbject to Sections 26901 and this Section. 
:!6904. (a/ .Vo pesticide contal1ling all inert ingredient known to cause callcer 
ar reproductive harm may be registered. nor maya tolerance be established. fvr a 
new use vn food. Existinl? registrations for use on food of a pesttcide containin~ 
an mert ingredient kuown to cause cancer or reproductive harm shall be 
cancelied and applicable tolerances ret'Oked within two years of the effectit'e date 
vf this Chapter, or fvr those subsequently determined to cause cancer vr 
reproductive harm. WIthin t/L'O years of such subsequent determination. 
(bi The Director shaii not permit the use of any inert ingredient in the 
formulation of a pesticide registered for use on food unless the iner.t ingredient 
presents no significant risk. 
.4rticle J 
:!690S. (01 For any pesticide registered for use on food. the Director shall 
evaluate the tolerance prescribed or exemption from tolerance. vr any vther 
standard permitting pestiCIde residues of the active inl?redient in food. to 
determine /L'hether the tolerance. exemption or standard complies with the 
standards specified by this Chapter, including the standard specified by Section 
26906. Such evaluations shaii be completed: 1 I) for pesticides subject to Section 
26901. by january I, I99J: (2) for high hazard pesticides, by january I, 1995: and 
(3) for ali other pesticides, by january 1. 1997. If the data are insufficient for thIS 
determination. the Director shall require the registrant to submit additional data 
as deemed necessary by the Director, but in no case shall the dates herein be 
extended. 
(b I If, pursuant to the evaluation, the Director determines that the pesticide 
residue fails to meet the requirements of Section 26906. the Director shaii, within 
one year thereafter. revoke or revise the applicable tolerance. exemption. vr 
standard. by regulation. to meet such requirements. If the requirements vf Section 
26906 cannot be met /L'ithin the time aiiowed in thIS Section. the Director shall 
establish a zero tolerance. 
Ie) .Vo pesticide shaii be registered for a new use on food without the 
establishment of a tolerance I1l accordance /Lith this Section or Section 26906. 
(d) Tolerances shaii be established based on the total risk of the actit'e 
ingredient contained in the pesticide. including its metabolites. cvntaminants 
and degradation products. but excluding inert ingredients. 
26906. (al A pesricide residue may be permitted in food only if it IS 
demorlstrated that the pesticide residue presents no Significant risk to liuman 
health, including the health of identifiable population groups (par.ticularlu 
infants and children I with special food c01lSUmption patterns. The Director shall 
adopt appropriate tolerances for ail pesticides used on food that meet this 
requirement. In setting tolerances, the Director shall give approprtate 
consideration to the other ways in which the consumer may be affected by the 
same pesticide or by related substances that are poisonous or deleterious. 
(bl For purposes of thIS Chapter, the term "no significant risk" means: (I) for 
pesticides that are knou'n carcinogens or highly hazardous. the level at which the 
reSIdue will not cause or contribute to a risk of human cancer in the exposed 
population which exceeds a rate vf one in a mii/ion. utilizin,? the most 
conseroative risk assessment model that is generaiiy accepted to be scientifically 
mlid. and which complies /Lith the criteria of Section I27OJfa) of Title 22 of the 
California Code of Rel?ulations. The standard specified in this subparagraph 
shall also apply to other adverse human health effects of any pesticide as to 
which there is no I?eneraiiy accepted scientijlcaiiy valid tlireshold below which 
e:cposure is safe: and (2) for all pesticides not subject to subparagraph iii. the 
let'el at whicli the pesticide residue wili not cause or contribute to any knowll or 
potelltial adr:erse human health effects. including an ample maf1!in vf safety. /1 
marl?in vf safety is not ample unless human e:cposure per unit of body 
measurement is at least 1000 times less than the no observable effect level in 
animals or humans vn which the pesticide residue was tested. except that the 
Director may determl1le that a lower mar~in of safety is ample. but in no event 
lower than f(X) times the no observable effect leveL and only if there is complete 
and reliable e:cposure and toxicity data. 
26907. .va later than JO days after the Director issues a proposed rel?ulation 
revising a tolerance (or a food use pesticide. the registrant or any person on whvse 
behalf a tolerance lias been established shaii submit data to the Director and the 
Director of Food and Agriculture demonstrating the appropriate maximum 
application rates and prelurrvest intervals necessary to assure that no tolerance is 
exceeded. and that no worker wiil suffer impairment of health or functional 
capacity within the meaninl( of Section 269SO. 
:."6908. The Director shall not grant any new tolerance., and shaii not continue, 
revise vr renew an e:clSting tolerance beyond january I, 1997. unless the registTOnt 
or a person on whose behalf a tolerance has been established. demonstrates that 
there are practical anaiytical methods available to monitor the reSidues~' 
pesticide in food. /L·hich methods can reliobly, routinely, and.efflciently quantiry 
the level of the reSIdue with sensitivity suffiCient to enforce ail applica Ie 
tolerances. 
:."6909. The burden of proofshaii. at ail times. be on the registrant or the 
person vn whose behalf a tolerance has been established to demonstrate that use 
of a pesticide conforms to the requirements of Title Three of the Environmelltal 
Protection . .-lct vf 1990. 
:!69fO. In vrder to protect the health of the People of the State vf California, 
food produced outside vf this state. foreign vr domestic. which contains a residue 
uf a pestiCIde which has been canceiied vr cannot be registered in this state 
iJecaust: o/SeCl/rmf 269U1 (lr 26.9()3. or willch 's /II exces~' o( the amount pemlltted 
by SectlfJ11J :l6!J05 a lid :l6906. ,,I adulterated and unsafe -
ArtIcle 4 
26911. ,{] .\otu:lthsta1/diIllZ 01/11 other provislfm of lou'. effectl1x jul!1 1. 1991 
ail oUhefoilou:lTll! functlfJlls. autl/omy. alld resOOTlS/bii,t.es are transferredfrom 
the Department of Food and Armcuiture to the Department of Health ServIces. 
il) Er:aiuatllni of the health riSKS of pestIcide expmure /11 food. air. /L·ater. the 
u'orkplac{' and the (!1lnronment: - -
':l! Estnbilshmellf a1/d implementation of specIfic c"teTta 10 n-aiuatc tiJe 
health risks or' pesticIdes and ennronmenta{contamlTlallts and of pro{!rams to 
reqUIre that fests be conducted by re{ustrants of pestIcides to deiermllie health 
nsks: . 
13} Rel'leu' and er;aluation of the valtdity. adequacy. and completeness of 
pestIcide test data: 
141 Der;elovment and set/inf! of pesticide residue tolerances and permissible 
amounts of ennronmental contammants: 
IS) DeiJeiopment and setting of warkpioce health standards: and 
(6, Any other authority necessary to protect public health and the 
cnt'ironment from the hazards of pesticides. 
1 ill The C,J(:ernor shall take-ail steps necessary to effectuate the transfl'r of 
authoT/t1l reqUIred by subd,vision (0), includinf! the transfer of all records. 
eaulpmenf. suvpites. pers0l1l1el pOsitions and funding related to such functions. 
and if Tlece.<sary. the submiSSIOn of a reorf!ani:ation plan pursuant to 
Cot'emmellt Code Section 12080.2. 
26912. /a, If Ihe Director determines that a pestIcide poses a threat of adverse 
humnTI health Cffects. the Director may, by re{wiatlOn. prohibit or restrict the 
distribution. sale. or use of the pesticide as necessary. 
(b) !vatu'ithstandinl{ any other provision of lou'. the Director of Food and 
A/Zriculture may not register, reregister. or otherwise permit the use of anu 
pesticide incor/Slstent with a reflulation adopted b1l the Director of Health 
Services pursuant to this Chapter. and no person mau distribute. sell or use a 
pesticide in this state in violation of a re/Zulation adopted by the Director of 
Health SeTVIces pursuallt to this Chapter. 
26913. (a! l\'otwithstanding Sections 26901 and 26903. a pesticide may be 
used in an eradication effort undertaken during a state of emergency declared 
pursuant to Section 8558 of the Government Code and subject to Chapter 1.5 of 
Dh'ision 4 of the Food and A{!ricultural Code. if there is 110 other alternatn'e 
means of erad,cation. if the Director concurs in the lIecessity a lid safety of the use 
o[ the pesticide. and if the use complies with any restrictions deemed necessary by 
the Director. 
(b) .Notwithstanding Sections 26901 and 26903. a pesticide may be used w 
control Africanized bees. mosquitoes. or other human or animal disease vectors 
pursuant to Chapter 5 of DivisiOn 3 or Section 402. 
Article 5 
26914. The definitions in this section govern the construction of Title 3 of the 
Environmental Protection Act of 1990, and Chapter 1 of Dir;ision 7 of the Food 
and Agricultural Code: 
10) ''ACtil'C ingredient" means a pesticide, excluding its inert ingredients. but 
including its metabolites, contaminants. and degradation product. 
(b) ''Adeerse human health effect" means illness resuiting zn premature death 
or severe debilitation. 
(c) "Base period use" means the lesser amount reported sold in 1989 or used in 
1990. 
rdJ "Cause or contribute" means the extent to which the pesticide adversely 
affects human health. 
Ie) "Classification" by the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
means inclusion on a list. report, or memorandum. or identified in a final 
documen~ which is used as a basis for regulatory action. and including. but not 
limited to. publication in the Federal Register or otherwise made known to the 
public by any means. 
(f) "Contaminant" means a constituent of a registered pesticide which is 
unavoidably produced during the manufacture of the active ingredient. 
(g) "Degradation product" means the result of the biotransformation or 
breakdown of the parent campound by food processing or eneironmental factors 
including but not limited to air, sunlight or water. 
(h) "Demonstrate" means to meet the burden of proof or establish by clear 
and convincing evidence. 
(i) "Food" is defined by Section 26012. 
U) "High hazard pesticide" means any pesticide containing an active or inert 
ingredient which is (1) ciossijied by the United States Encironmental Protection 
Agency as a Group C carcinogen pursuant to the gUidelines for carcinogen risk 
assessment published in 51 Federal Register 33992. or a comparable classification 
based on equivalent criteria under any successor ~uide/ines. including, at a 
minimum. each pesticide identified as a Group C carcino!!en listed in 53 Federal 
Register 41118: or (2) determined by the Director to create such risk, utilizing the 
same or similar criteria. 
Ik) "Inert ingredient" means an ingredient that is not active. as defined in 
SectioTl 2(m) of the Federal/nsecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act and 
including any contaminant therein or any substance which is the result of 
metabolism or other del{radation of the inert ingredient. 
(I) "Known to cause cancer" means (1) classification by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency as a Group A or Group B carcinogen pursuant 
to the guidelines for carcinogen risk assessment published in 51 Federal Register 
33992, or a comparable classification based on equivalent criteria under any 
successor guidelines. and inclUding at a minimum each pesticide identified as a 
Group A or Group B carcinogen and listed in 53 Federal Register 41118; or (2) 
listing of a chemical by the Governor as known to the state to cause cancer 
pursuant to Section 25249.8.- or (3) a determination by the Director utilizing the 
same or similar criteria as used in subparagraphs (J J alld (2). 
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'm I "KIIO/L'II to cause reproductive harm" meaTls a listinl! of a chemlcai 011 til' 
Goeernor as knou'lI /(1 cause reproductlr;e toxIcIty pursuant hi SectlOlI 2524.9.6. 
'IJ 1 "Metabolite" means the result of biotransformatJOn (lr iJrmkdull:n ol t;,e 
/Jarent compouTld b1l a itt'lIIf! orf!arlism. -
10i ":\'o obsen-able effect level" is thf level of ('rlmsurc u:flJch relzabh 
expo en.mental data denr;ed from exposinl! humans or allima/s shou's thai) 
/Jestletde IIIduces 1/(1 adverse effect. " I 
'P' "Pesticide" or "/Jestlride chemIcal" means any substallcf' u·il/eI, a/a; .. \ 
chemIcal combinatIon. or in formu/atl(J11 with one or more suosta1lces. 1.\ "II ' 
"economic pOlson "11.\ ddilled by SectJlm 12753 of the Food and Al!ncu/tumi Codl 
(lr a pesticide as defined i1l SectIOn 21u 1 of the Pederallnsecticide. FungIcide alld 
Rodenticide Act. but includin{l the actIVe ingredient. metabolites. contaminants. 
def!radation product. or illert ill{!redzent. and which is uSl,d 111 the product JIm. 
storage. or transportatioTl o[ any food. 
Iq) "Processed food' means any food other than a rau' a{!ricuitural 
commodity, alld Includes any rau: af!ricultural commodity u'h,ch has beell 
subject to processing, including canning, cookzng, freezing. dehydratIOn. or 
mil/lng, 
(r I -;'Produce" means any food in its rau' or natural state which is in such form 
as to illd,cate that It is intended for consumer use with or without any orfrirther 
processlTlg. 
(.I' j "Rau' agricultural commodity" is defilled b1l Section 26029. 
(t) "Residue" means a residue of 01111 pesticide ill any food or any other 
substance that is present In. or results from. metabolzsm or other def!radatioll 
process of the pesticide. 
(uJ "To:eicity cate{!ory" means a cate{!ory establzshed pursuanT to Par: 
162.10Ih) (}) of TItle 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 
26915. ",Vothing in Title Three of the Environmental Protection Act of 199(1 
shall be construed to remove or diminish the oblz{!atioTls of any person under 
Chapter 6.6 of Dir;ision 20 with regard to any substance to whIch Title Three 
applies. 
Article 6 
26916 (0) !va person shall advertise. make any representation or sell any rau' 
agricultural commodity with a represelltation that the commodity is certified as 
flavinf! "no detected pestIcide residue" or any other similar claim. unless 01/ of 
the following requirements are met: ' 
! 1 I Documentation providinf! full disclosure of all pesticides used dun'nl! 01111 
phase of production IS submitted to the Department of Health Sen'lces and 
provided with the product to retail sellers: 
(2) Laboratory tests fo.r all pesticides used. aTld commollly used. 071 the 
commodity have been conducted for each field lot by a laboratory accredited for 
such tests by the Department of Health Services, with results of such tests 
submitted to the Department prior to retail sale; 
(3) No pesticide knowTl to cause cancer or reproductive harm. no high hazard 
pesticide, and no pesticide for which there is no practical analytical methot' ) I 
detection. has been used during allY phase of production of the commodity: ~ . ;: 
(4) A ny residue does not e:eceed practical detection limits as determined by the 
Department or exceed 50 parts per billion. whichever is lower. , 
(b) The requirements of this Section apply only to raw agricultural 
commodities advertised, represented. or sold with a representation that the 
commodity is certified as having "no detected pesticide residue" or other similar 
claim. and shall not apply to organic and other agricultural commodities defined 
by Section 26569.11. 
I c J This Section shall be effective only until November i, 1998. 
SECTION 4. Sections 13127.1 and 13150.1 are added to the Food and 
Agricultural Code, to read: 
1312i.1. ''As soon as passible, " as used in Section 1312ird) (1) means rIO later 
than February 15, 1991, 
13150.1. the director may allow the continued registration. sale, and use of an 
economic poison which meets anyone of the conditions Specified in Section 13149. 
only if the Director of Health Services concurs with the findings of the 
subcommittee and the director pursuant to Section 13150 (c) ana (d). 
SECTION 5. Section 21080.6 of the Public Resources Code is added, to read: 
21080.6. Except as to pesticide use permits. the certification of the pesticide 
regulatory program pursuant to Section 21080.5 shall expire on July 1, 1992. The 
Secretary shall not recertify the program unless, in determining whether the 
program meets the criteria for certification under Section 2/080.5, the Secretary 
determines that the public reports issued by the DepartmeTlts of Food and 
Agriculture and Health Services to implement the prol{ram satisfy the criteria of 
Section 21080.5. Public reports issued in making pesticide registrotion. renewal. 
and reevaluation decisions shall contain a sufficient e:epionation and analysis of 
any significant adverse environmental effects, why any effects are determinea 
not to be significant, and mitigation measures and alternatives. in order to 
provide sufficient information to the public and department to make an 
informed decision. Adverse environmental effects discussed shall include the 
impact on health of humans. plants and animals, and contamination of air, soil, 
and water. 
SECTION 6. Chapter 10 is added to Division 21 of the Health and Safety 
Code, to read: 
CHAI'TER 10. AGRICULTURAL WORKER SAFETY 
26950. The Director shall develop and implement a worker protection 
program to prevent or reduce e:eposure to pesticides to the lowest achievable leur".a 
necessary to ensure that no exposed warker will suffer impairment of health 
functional capacity. assuminl{ lifetime occupationaf exposure at such levels. A". • 
standard of general applicability shall be adopted by regulation. 
26951, 'The Director shall require registrants to submit all data necessary to 
perform his or her duties, including California use condition data, and shall have 
access to all applicable data, includinl{ pesticide use records maintailled by the 
Department of Food and Agriculture or courlty agricultural cammissioTlers. 
26952. No pesticide may be registered, or reregistered. by the Director of Food 
GOO 
and Agriculture, unless the Director of Health Seroices has determined that the 
pesticide complies with Title Three of the Environmental Protection Act of 1990. 
26953. (al Article I (commencing with Section 6700) of Group.] of 
Subchapter 3 of Chapter 6 of Title 1 of the Califomia Code of Re~ulations shall 
be deemed adopted as standards by the Occupational Safety and Health 
_ 
if ~"ndaTds Board. The Board shall revise such standards by JanuaTlj I. 1992. to 
Ii· form to the requirements of this Chapter. 
r I ''I ." (b) The Standards Board. based on recommendations from the Director. shall 
adopt regulati01ls which. supported by clear and co1lvi1lci1lg evide1lce. shall: 
(1) For each crop in this State; prescribe quarantine periods. after pesticide 
applications to a worksite. during which the entTlj of workers is prohibited. which 
periods will prevent the impairment of health or functi01lal capacity of workers: 
(2) Require posti1lg of writte1l 1Iotices that wam pers01ls to avoid e1ltering 
pesticide treated areas dUri1lg such periods. u'hich wami1lgs shall be i1l addition 
to a1lY other warnings required by law: 
(3) Require county agricultural commissioners to retain all pesticide use 
records for a period of time sufficient to evaluate chronic health effects of 
exposure: and 
(4) Protect the health and functional capacity of uwkers and prevent or 
reduce exposure. as provided i1l Section 26950. 
(c) After JanuaTlj 1. 1992. unless a registrant demonstrates that a shorter 
quarantine period is safe. the minimum period for Toxicity CategoTlj I is i2 hours: 
for CategOTlj II. 48 hours: for CategOTlj III. 24 hours: and for pesticides subject to 
Sections 26901 or 26903. i days, or other generic quarantine periods that the 
Board, by regulation. determines, based on clear and convincing evidence and the 
recommendations of the Director, will fulfill the purposes of Section 26950. 
26954. The Department shall, as leaa agenClj, and with the assistance of the 
Departments of Industrial Relations and Food and Agriculture. develop a 
program to ensure the investigation and abatement of any condition where a 
health hazard from pesticides exists. Investigation ana abatement of individual 
incidents shall be directly superoised by the Department whe1l the Director 
determines that such superoision is warranted. 
SECI'ION 7. Sections 50.8, 144.7, 144.8,6382.1 and 6393.1 are added to the 
Labor Code, to read: 
50.8. Chapter 6.6 of Division 20 of the Health and SafelFj Code. is a provision 
of state law goveming occupational safety and health within the meaning of 
Section SO.i(a), and the pertinent parts of such Chapter, including Sections 25192 
and 25249.7, shall be promptly incorporated into the State Plan. 
144.7. The Board shall. by January 1, 1992, adopt re~ulations providi1lg 
agricultural workers with rights at least as protective as the rights provided to 
other workers pursuant to Chapter 2.5 of Part 1 of Division 5. Such regulatiOns 
i shall include all registered pesticides as hazardous substances WIthin the 
, meaning of Section 6382 and shall permit workers, their physicians a1ld 
- I • 'resentatives appropriate access to material safety data sheets prepared 
~ la. .rsuant to Section 6J9O. a1ld to pesticide use records. 
- . I~ 144.8. Nothing in this Code. in the Health and Safety Code. or in the Food 
and Agricultural Code, shall be construed to limit the authority of the Board to 
adopt, and the Division to enforce, pesticide safety standards i1l agricultural 
employment in this state. 
6382.1. "Substances" as used in Section 6382(b) (4) includes all pesticides 
registered in this state. 
6393.1. The term "if the product is labeled pursuant to the Federal Insecticide. 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. as amended," as used in Sections 6393 and 
639i(c), shall not be interpreted to relieve any person, otheTUlse subject thereto. 
from the duty to provide an MSDS to a specific purchaser of a pesticide registered 
in this state. 
SECI'ION 8. Health and Safety Code Sections 26205, 26206. 26801, and 26802 
are repealed. 
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SECI'ION 10. Food and Agricultural Code Sections 12501, 12502, 12503. 12504. 
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12986, 12998, and 13000 are repealed. 
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~ :ffte Eitreeter ~ esttteIisft ~ telerIlftee fer ~ ~ e8er!!ieIIi eft 
lit _ if fte ~ HtIIf II greater telerIlftee is ft6f  
~ t+ II telerllfiee fer II ~ e8er!!ieIIi itt et' 11ft ~ is estllBlisfted 
tMfI'SIIIIM ft! ~ law ef ~ ~ States; ~ Eitreeter ~ re¥iew ffte telerllftee. 
~ if fte ~ HtIIf it is itt lIeeerdllflee wttft ~ !tllfllillfM ~ pr8. tli8M at _ 
eftttttter; fte ~ esttHtlisIt II tiIte teIerttttee tMfI'SIIIIM ft! ~ 
~ =I=fte ~~ ilftlftedilltei. ftetit¥ ~ ~ ~ ef ~ 
By teiephefte, .witft ifBffte8itl~e ~ @8rm.IfttlB8ft, '$ hefte. er it tet M 
~ destittee fer f'reee!8in~ ~ fettM ft! 8e itt ¥ieItttiett ef ~ ~
~ fieIftette ef ~ _ et' ~ itt ~ f'esse!llJieft ef ~ 
~ fer llerlftisSi8ft ft! reHte¥e ~ ~ 4eMifte8 fer f'reeessiftl!;, ~ 
Eitreeter WH release ~ ~ ft! ~  at ffte StMe ~ ef HeIIit8 
~
~ j:f ~ ttMtwttti fer ~ tteP!IIIft ft! ~ !Iftip; et' sell ~ ~ tMt 
I!!H'ries Ilestieide ~ itt _ ef tfte f'erlftinihle telerllftee wftteft ~ 
estllBiislled e,. ~ Eitreeter I'IIfSltIIM ft! ~ ~ 
H!Q8G, =I=fte begisilltllre fteree,.. +itt45 ~ 8eelere! ~ it is fteeeSSllr~ tttte 
EiesirttBle ft! ttI'8¥i4e fer ~ !!lie lISe ef Ilesfteides aM fer _ ~ e8I1Sift8nS 
fer fllrlft .. 8rbers. f!e* eeMreIlIllllliellters. aM etfter ~ ~ et' 
~ f3e!Pieiees, eP ~ ttt ttttft tt8etH fJe88eiae'ftreate8 tH'eft!r. 
~ be gisilltllre fttrtM.p ~ ttftft EIee!ttre!t tMt ~ de. ei81lll'leftt M re~lllti8l1s 
te llt!stieiEies IIfHi -*er ~ sftettM 8e tfte jetftt IIfHi tttttftta+ 
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f( ~ ~!l fI> i 8tttt+ "t tftt' ~fttt'flf 6t f.:ttttt! IItttt ~ffift' IIfte tit.. Milt .. 
De!!ftP!IfIEnl et ~  
~ LE!!ISlllttlPf ~ ~ ttItti ~ ~ it; __ 6tIf tht- !lP6 I ijl6HS et 
~ ttffltole: tilt' Lilli epSI!; et Glllit6pnlb. tht- D~!,IIPtIflEHt 6t IHaM5tPibi HelstI6H'. 
ttItti tift';' ~ ~ iHStitM!18H 6!' ~ ~ ~ EBHSMitt a 
~ ~ !!ftttI+ ~ Pf!!'MhiI!6HS ffi _ 6tIf #;t' IlYS I 1516ns et 1ft¥.. 
ttffltole: ~ pe~MIII!i6H5!!fttt1+  9ttt tII't." flM lffHttee +tr. ttlt et tilt' ~
~ 
_ RestrieriH! ~ ~ ~ _ ~ wtffi !,e!I!Eiaes aet:.rlfllHea 
e.,. tilt' ~ ttt 9t' flS!!bN!8M5 ffl ~ ~ e.,. _ ~ 6!' ~ et ~ 
~il61~! .. . 
4+~~ 
~ ~~ ~ 6ft ~ r::: ~ aeterPHIHEEl ~ ~ 
ffl fW'f ~ II Si!flifiE8nt fsetep it; Eil8~PII5( ae!,rES;IBn 6!' ~ ~ 
efteeIT. -
Wflett tilt' ~ ~ ~ pe!!tll~::::!tlPStlIIH! ffl ~.!,8r8fr8!'ft~ -H-. 
1Ifttl4r. tilt'  til eettfl'eI6t tilt' _ wt4 HIe-  !!ftttI+ ftttwo tilt' 
~et ~ PEE:t!llIti8ns ~~ffl~ !lIlPti~rti!,fI...t-. 6P ~lf 
tilt' ~ it; ~ et tilt' _  w#ft tftt.  ffl ~ 
re!!!tlitlti8ns ~ ~ ffl !,8PlIgP8!,fl +l!-r. tftt. ~ PH!I¥ ~ !If!f! 
~ tftt. ~ II ~ HeeeS!!!p; ffl ee¥eI' tift';' ~ et 6P ~ ~
~ tftt. ~ 6!' E61f11f1issi8ner it; ~ 6ttt re!!tllatiBHs ~  ffl 
j'l!!P8~8j'lfl ~ =ffle rEgtll8tiBns !!ftttI+  II !,P8EEStlPE fflp tilt' EBilEetiBH et tftt. 
fee: IIfttl tftt. ~ ~ fI6t ~ ~ ~ 
+&. ~ et !,esliEises. 
-rt'+ t-I!If!f! ~~
~ HrHt ~'1Ifttl E8ffiPHepel81 "8peft8l:!siHf et j'lestieiae;. 
+e+ PrBtEeti I e ~ inEIl:!sin!!!. 9ttt ft6t ~ +tr. pes!lIPatBPs!If!f! e .. Egl8sses. 
+f+ ~ it; ~ IIfttl ~ et ~ ~ ~ 8!'e!I5 6P ~ 6P 
~~ 
:t=ftt. ~ Dej'l8P!PHEnt et ~ ~ !!ItttI+ 118Ptieill8te it; tilt' fie I elellffieHt 
et tift';' PE~18!iBH5 ~ ffl ~ ftI'tieIe, ~ pe!!tlitltiBH5 ~ ~ ffl 
flettt+ft ~ !!ItttI+ Be ~ tIfH!I'I tftt. pee8ffiPHenSllh8n5 et tftt. ~ D:rP!lfIeHt 
M ftett++ft !>~ ~fte ~ftttt wflHeft PEeaPHlflenS8ft6ft5 at e !>!ttte 
~e~ttt'tffteftt at HettlHI !>e~¥tees, 11ft,. stt&SeEtttetH f'e¥isi6ft5 at fft6,e 
pee8PHPHensll!i8f!S. !If!f! ffte :m'8PtiH!!! e"iSEnee !If!f! 6ttttt ~ ~ ffte 
reeelfllflens8tien5 _~ Be ffttt8e ~ tIfH!I'I ~ ffl ~ ~
~ =ffle EIif'ee!ep IIfttl tftt. eelflHHSsi8f1er et eseft et!ttIIt¥ ttttBer tftt. Btf'ee.tiett 
IIfttl sl:!!lepo; isieH et tilt' ~ !!ItttI+ eMeree tftt. j'lP8 I iSlen! 6f ~ ttr!tele IIfttl tftt. 
rE~18tien! ~  ffl if.: ~ leeaI flettt+ft e+tieeP PHtt¥ ~ tilt' ~
ttttB tftt. eelfllflis!ienEr it; tftt. eflt6peemeflt et tftt. ~r6 I Biefl5 et ~ ttP!tele !If!f! ~ 
re!!t!18hefl5 ~~ ffl if.: ~ leeaI fteal.tft e+tieeP!!ItttI+ ifllEstiglite ~ 
Eeflsi!iefl wftet.e tt ftettttft ~ fr.efft llestieise tt5e ~ !If!f! ~ ttttce 
fleeeS!8P! ttt!fieft, ttl eee!,erllti8f1 wttft ffte eelfllflissi8f1er. ffl ~ ~ ~ 
E8nsitien. ~ leeaI flettt+ft e+tieeP ~ eaII tIfH!I'I tftt. &!tt!e De~lIptlfleflt et HettItft 
~ fer 895istllftee ~ ffl tftt. !,pe I;siens et !>eetiett !!!1M et tftt. HettItft IIfttl 
Wet¥~ 
~ ~ ~ wfte ~ ttl! = ee ffl eftter ttl! _ ~ w#ft tt 
~!i!!ft it; ¥teIetttt!! et ~ ~ . ~ :t:=~s !,Felfllll:~atEs  ffl tftts ttP!tele ~ #Ie ~ ~ et tt H¥ 0: ,.... ¥teIetttt!! et 
tftts ttP!tele ttffeefiM ttH¥ werIter 6!' W6t'Iters eeflstittttes tt ........-... effettse fer eseft at+eeteB W8!'Icep, - . "~t'~.~" 
~ +tt+ ~ fti.ree.tM 5ftttt1 ~ llre~palfls fer ~ f!E'I'!!6I't5 wfte 
fl.ttneIe 8P ~ !!e3tieises ttl tterittI ~ eettfl'eI e!!epaliens. ~ ~ ~
'sftttll Be eeflsistent w#fr, &ttl ft8t te; fftts ttffieIe !If!f! _ HteIttee 
t8Ptiei!l8tien ~ flottiftees ttl ~ ~ 8P ~ ~ with tftt. 5ttfe 
~ ttH6 tt~~ttHaft at ~e5Hetftes ttfte ffttt,- tHelti6e !,et'fet'fftttftEe 
ftle8!!lt:l.effteftt M ~ 8flft 
~ ~ ~~ llr8g'1'all'ls!!ItttI+ Be eefl8ltetes ~ ~ ~ 
imtftletepg. ift!JtPMet8Ps Me ~ ~~ +fie 
+e+ ~ ~ wfte 5l:!eeesstlll:l) ~ ttl! a!!!!re I eEl ~ JtI'8!!i'ttI'II!!ItttI+ 
Be ~ tt eep841e!te ef eelfleeefl ~ ~~ iHstt'ttetep!, wftieft !!ItttI+ 
Be fer iflsl'eetieft . ffte tifloeetet. 8P tt e8lf1PHissienep. 8P ftts 8P fief' 
pe!!pesefttllti I e. Wfteft ffte ~ ealfl!!leting ttl! lI~e, es ~~
ttttefttie6 tftt. ~ ttl tftt.  8P ~ et  effi!l18jer, tftt. 
::!tle)ep!ft!Ht Be ~ It ~ et ffte eeptifiellte et Eelfl!'ielien. w!tieft ttI5e 
Be ~ fer if!9!leelieft ~ tftt. ~ 8P tt eeIflPHis!iener, 6!' ftis 8P fief' 
reJ3.egeftta8. e. 
~ ~ ~ wfte ¥ieItttes ~ !,re I isiefl et tftts tH¥iMen ~ fa 
j'leSeei8e!, 8P ~ re!!'l!llltien ~ ~ ffl tt ~ et tftts 8i¥t!ieft ~
:Jr:!iei8es. 5ftttt1l!e Ittt&Ie ei¥iJI.,. ttl ttl! ttIft8ttft! ft6t e ~eee fiin!!: ten  
1819,9991 fer etteft I ielllti8n. ~ ~ wfte e8ftIffttt5 tt !Iee8ft6 8i' 
sl:!ese!!lIent ~ fftttt ~ ffte _ tt! tt ~ ~ 8P 5iftti.Ittr ffl a ~ 
YieItttiett 8i' wftttse iHtenftenai ¥teIetttt!! ~ 8i' rettgeflIlSI, eettI6 fta¥e resttIte6 
ttl ffte erettflett ef tt ftttH.r6 fa Itttffttttt ftetttfft 8i' ffte en" i pen IfI en t 6!' ttl tftt. 
8isPtl!!lien et tftt. fftttI'!tet et tftt. eP8ft 8i' eelfllflesit! ~!!ItttI+ Be tHtI!Ie ei¥tII,. 
it; ttl! ttIfI8I!ftt ft6t fa ~ AI eftA Ifi'; e ~ 6eIIttrs 18i!e.9001. r'rtt¥ fft6I'te¥ 
reealepe8 ttH6er tftts sftttH Be ~ tHffl ffte De!,!ptIflEnt et ~ ~ 
AgrieltltttPe Htte fer ttge ~ ffte 8el!IIFtfftent ttl IIslflinisterin!!; tftt. !lre I isien3 et 
tftts ~ IIfttl ~ e (e81f1lf1eneiflg wHft!>eetiett #4lH+ 
~ Aft tteti6I't ~~ ffl tftts ttrtieIe !!ItttI+ Be eePHlflefleeS ~ tftt. 
tftt. eelflffiissieflep, tftt. Irtterfte¥ ~~ EIt!ttriet ttIferfteo;, tftt. eit¥ 
!,peseetltep. 8i' tftt. ett¥ ~ tt! Hte _ ~ &e, wttftffl ~ ~ et tHe 
6eellnenee et tftt. ¥ieltttiefI, H8" e I er. wftett ttl! ::::~8ti8H ~ e81f1!,letes IIfttl 
sl:!Blflittes ffl tftt. ~ tftt. tteti6I't !!ItttI+ Be e81f1 witftitt __ et tftttt 
stt8Pftissieft, . 
SEcnO!" 11. Sections 25249.11, 25249.81, 26205 and 26801 are added to the 
Health and Safetv Code, to read: 
25249.71. Any person who has given notice in accordance with Section 
25249.7td) shall be permitted to intervene in any action brought pursuaTlt to 
Section 25249. i' by the Attorney General a district attorney. or a city attorney, on 
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:,uel, 1('nlIS as tile court flT/ds appropriate. 
::5~41l81. Till state:, aualified e.rperlS Identified aTld cOIlsuited pursuant I" 
SeC/lOll ~5~4!HI v· alld I d I shall be subject t(l Chapter -; III Tille y 0( thl" 
GfJL"t'rnlllellt COaf. . . 
]6205. All pesrIC/dc and food additi,;e relwiati/Ills and allll amf'ndments 
(ldopted thereto pursuanl III the federal act. the Health and Saf~IY Codl' or the 
Food alld A/lnculrural Code. u'hich are 17l effect 011 l\:Ol'ember .~ 1Y9fJ. arc ,1(' 
/1estlcl~e a lid fi.'o~ additi,;e rel!ulatlOns i7l this state ulliess thell IJre esrabhs. ! 
rer.:tsea or rewua pursuant to SectIonS 26901. 26905 or 26906. The Deparlmefl ' 
may. by re{!UlatlOn. prescnbe collditiOllS under which a food additIve ma!, be . 
used in this state. u:hether or not such conditiolls are in accordance u:ith the 
reflulatlOns adopted pursuant to' the federal act. 
26801. AllY persall u'ho ['iolates allY prot'ision of this Dh'isioll or allY 
rel!ulation adopted pursuant to this Didsion shall be subject to the terms of 
imvrisollment and fitles prodded by Section 12996 of the Food a7ld Al!ricultural 
Code. or to a eir:il penalty in the amount and subject to the procedures set forth ill 
SectIOn 12998 of the Food and Aflricultural Code. 
SECfIO:\ 12. Sections 12535.5, 12536. 12616, and 12998 are added to the Food 
and :\gricultural Code. to read: 
1~sJ5.5. The director shall maintai7l programs to monitor rau' aftrtcultural 
commodities for pesticide residues and other contamillOnts. usillft pesticide use 
and other data. alld shall enforce tolerances and other sta7ldards Ji" rau' 
ai!ricultural commoaities. Monitoring shall emphasize pesticides u'hich vase the 
rzreatest health risks. itlciudinl! those which are subject to Sections 269fJI alld 
26903 of the Health a lid Safety Code. and which pose /lreater risks to chiidrell and 
illfallts alld other sensitive population sub{!raups. The director shall a/so Im'e 
einphasis to monitoring food imported irlfo California and shall. al least 
annually. report the results of the programs to the Legislature. 
1~536. The director shall establish and implement a collection pro{!ram under 
which. upon reauest of an agricultural pesticide user and without cost to the user. 
the Department shall collect and safely dispose. or arrange for collection and safe 
disposal. of any pesticide subject to Section 26901 of the Health and Safety Code. 
12616. The pronsions of this Chapter that apply to produce found to contain 
pesticide residues or other deleterious ingredients in excess of any maxImum 
quantity or permissible tolerance established pursuant to this Chapter shall also 
apply to any processed food found to contain pesticide residues or other 
deleterious inl!redients in excess of any maximum quantity or permissible 
tolerance. and shall also apply to any pesticide residue or other deleterious 
ingredient in excess of any maximum quantity or tolerances established pursuant 
to the Health ana' Safety Code. inciuding Sections 26905 and 26906. Hou:ever. 
Section 26901 shall not apply to food that was processed prior to November 7. 
1990. or to food u'hich bears a residue of any pesticides subsequently determined 
to be subject to Section 26901. by operation of Section 26903. that was processed : 
before that subsequent determination. In addition. food processed prior to thp 
re'vision of any tolerance pursuant to Section 26905 sholl I/Ot be deem ) ~ 
adulterated • ~ 
12998. (OJ Anu person who violates any provision of this Division. or allY' : 
regulation adopted pursuant to this Division relating to pesticides. shall be liable 1 
for a civil penalty. u:ithout regard to intent or negligence, not to exceed ten ! 
thousand dollars (SI0J)(}()). or for intentional, negligent or repeated violations. ' 
I/Ot to exceed twentv-five thousand dollars (S25,(}()()), for each seporate L'iolation, 
or. for continUIng t·wlations. for each day that the violation continues. 
(b I Liability under this Section may be imposed in a civil action or in an 
administrative proceeding governed by the procedures set forth in Health and 
Safety Code Section 25189.3 or any other provision of law. 
(c) A ny action brought pursuant to this Division relating to pesticides shall be 
commenced within three years of the occurrence of the violation or discovery of 
the facts constituting the grounds for commencing the action. 
SECfIOl" 13. Sections 26052 and 26504 of the Health and Safety Code are 
amended, to read: . 
26052. The pro\isions of this division shall be so construed as to not be in 
conflict with: (J) the provisions of Title 3 of the Environmental Protection Act of 
1990 or the Food and Agricultural Code et tftj, MttIe; and the rules and regulations 
adopted pursuant thereto, but if there is on actual or apparent conflict. Title 3 of 
the Environmental Protection Act of 1990 sholl prevai/; or (2) with the provisions 
of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act, Division 9 (commencing with Section 
23000) of the Business and Professions Code, and the rules and regulatiOns 
adopted pursuant thereto. 
26504. Any added poisonous or deleterious substance, or any food additive. 
pesticide chemical. active ingredient as defined in Section 269J4(a), preservative, 
or color additive, shall be considered unsafe for use with respect to any food. as 
defirwd in Section 26914(i), and such food is therefore adulterated, unless there is 
in effect a regulation adopted pursuant to !>eetiett Sections 26205, l!6l!9S; 8i' 26207, 
26905 or 26906 which limits the quantity and the use, or intended .use, of such 
substance to the terms prescnbed by such regulatIon, and the quantify of residue 
is within the limits of that regulation. 
TITLE FOUR 
SEcn01\' 14. Part i is added to Division 26 of the Health & Safety Code, to 
read: . 
PART ~ GREENHOUSE GAS REDUcrION PLAN I I 44390. By january 1. 1993. the Energy Resol/rces Conservation and j 
Development Commissioll shall adopt and implement a plan to reduce anllua I 
emissions of any gases which may contribute. directly or incir"ctly, to globa~1 
warml7lg. The plall shall provide for the maximum feasiblt net effective I 
reduction in the global warming potential of these gases. The plan shall also 
require a net reduction in carbon dioxide emissions of twenty percent (20%) by 
january 1, 2000, measured from 1988 levels, and forty perr:ent (40%) by january 
1, 2010. These percentafles shall be adjusted, if necessary. by a correction factor 
which reflects any difference between the projected rate of population growth ill 
GOO 
Califimlla. and the projected rate for the United States. 
For purposes of this Part. "net effective reduction in il.lobal u:anninl? potential" 
means a reduction. based on the best et'idence available. of those aIr 
contaminants fL'hich contribute directly or indirectly to atmospheric fL·anninl!. 
inc/uding but not limited to carbon diOXIde. chlorofluorocarbons. halons. mtrous 
. Mide lind methane. fL'eighted to reflect their respectit'e contributions to /!'Iobal 
1t ·minl!. Carbon dioxide emitted from the J,{eneration of electricity which IS l-~ .sumed within Califimlia shail be considered (j part of California s emissions. 
rel?ardless of fL'here the electricity is /!'enerated. 
.J.JJ91. fa) The prodsions of the plan specified by Section .J4390 related to 
ener/(y conseroation and development and electrical pOfL'er f?eneration shalf be 
prepared and implemented by the Commission. In preparin/!, and implementin/( 
those prOt'iSIlIllS. the C)/nmiSSIOlI shall consult with affected DistTlcts to ensure 
that those r;rovisions fL'i" not interfere lcith the attainment or maintenance of 
state or federal ambient air quality standards. 
I bi fhe provisions of the plan related to emIssions from l'ehicular sources and 
motor eehicle fuels shall be prepared and implemented by the Air Resources 
Board. That Board shall also prepare and implement proeisions relatinf? to alll; 
greenlzouse J,{as emiSSIOns not specified by subdivision (a/ or IC/. 
(c/ The prot'isions o( the plan related to stationary sources. indirect sources. 
area wide sources and trallsportation .rystem use in a particular district may be 
prepared by the air poilution control district or air quality mallOl!emellt district. 
at the district s optioll. If prepared by a district. the provisiolls shail be submItted 
10 the Board which shall. after public hearing. approve or rense the submissioll. 
Distncts shail adopt regulatiolls to implement the measures in the plan relatinl4. 
to emissions from stationary sources. indirect sources, area WIde sources ,and 
transportation system use. provided that districts may adopt and enforce 
regulations more effective in reducing emissions thau measures contained in the 
p[an. 
Id) The plan provisions prepared by the Board and any district shail be 
submitted to the Commission by june JO. 1992. 
.J4392. All state and local agencies shall adopt any necessary rel<ulations to 
implement the plan prepared and adopted pursuant to Section .J4390. and shall 
not take any action inconSIstent with that Plan. 
SECI10:'-< 15. Part 8 is added to Division 26 of the Health and Safety Code, to 
read: 
P.4.RT 8. STRATOSPHERIC OZONE L4 fER PROTECTION 
.J445O. For purposes of this Part: 
la) "Group I chemical" means chlorofluorocarbon-II. chlorofluorocarbon-I2. 
chloroj1uorocarbon-113. chlorofluorocarbon-I N, chlorofluorocarbon-lIS. 
halon-I211. halon-130l. halon-2402. carbon tetrachloride. methyl chloroform, and 
any mixture containing one or more such chemical. 
(b) "Group II chemical" means any hydrochlorofluorocarbon I HCFC) and 
, ,. ~y other chemical determined by the Air Resources Board to have the potential ~ iliA. deplete stratospheric ozone. and any mixture contaimng one or more such 
'I ~ Lflemlcal. 
44451. la) No later than january 1. 1993: 
i 1 J The maximum feasible recovery and recycling of Group I chemicals shail 
be conducted during the servicing or disposal of any air conditioning and 
refrigeration systems and appliances. including r;ehicular air conditioners, and 
dllrinl< the disposal of building and appliance insulation: 
~2f .4.ny person shall be prohibited from manufactUring, selling. or offering 
for sale or use any Group I chemical itl a co.ntainer which contains Jess than 15 
pounds of such chemical I except for specific pharmaceutIcal applrcatwns and 
fire extinguishing applications for which the Board. afler a public hearing. has 
determined there is 110 commercially amilable adequate alternatil'el; 
i.]) Any person shall be prohibited from mallufacturing. seiling, or 0flerinl< 
for role or use any packaging material which contains or was manufactured with 
a Group I chemical. and 
I.JI The Board shall adopt rel(ulations to ensure that any substitute or 
replacement for a Group I chemica7 does not endanl<er human health. 
(bi Any person who uses a Group I chemical as a foam blowing agent. as a 
wh'ent f;Jr industrial cleaning. dej1uxing, or degreasing, or for any other 
industrial manufacturinl( purpose. shail reduce the atmospheric emissions of 
such chemical, by january 1. 1993. by at least ninety (90) percent from the 
amount emitted by such person ill 1988. 
ICI .Vo later than january 1. 1995: 
(I) Any person shall be prohibited from manufacturinl?, seiling, or offering 
for sale or use any new motor vehicle. as defined in Sections 39042 and 43156. 
whether passenger or commercial. if such vehicle contains a vehicular air 
conditioner whil:h uses a Group I chemical; and 
(2) Any person shail be prohibited from manufacturing. se/li!,l?, or offering 
for saie or use any insulating material. rigid foam material. or SOft foam product 
containing a Group I chemical. 
IdJ No later thall December 31. 1996. any person shall be prohibited from 
manufacturinl? selling, or offeril,g for sa.'e or use any Group I chemical or any 
product contalllinl(. assembled or mallujactured With such chemIcal. and from 
using any such chemical in any mallufacturillg, assembly. or packaf(illf( process. 
.J4.J52. lai .4.IIY person shall be prohibited from producing. assembling, 
packaginI.(, seiling, or offering for sale or use any aerosol product lother than a 
pharmaceutical product} containing a Group Il chemical by January 1. 1992. or 
ny fiJam product IOther than irlsulatilll( materialsl contallllllI.( or manufactured 
.~ ttli a Croup II (·hemIClJI by Jalluary I. 1994. 
~. .. bl Group Il chemicals slIall be rubject to all of the requirements of Section 
444SlIalll). 
'CI .tny person shall be prohibited from manufactunng.)·el/ill/(, or offerfnl< 
jiJr WIle or lIse any Group II chemical or product contalll~ru!, assemMed or 
manufactured fL'itlz Hlch chemlcol. !lnd from {ISIIlS! IIIlII Hlen chemlr.al III !l1l!1 
manujilctliriTlg. tlssembill. or packlU!illl! process Ilfier Jall/wm I. ;:020. 
·#453. 'a I SectWTlS ~.J.J51 111Id .J.J.JS;: slltli/ 11;'( be CIInstmed III prohibit Ihe 
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continued use or resale of an individual article which contains a Group lor 
Group Il chemical if such product fL'as manufactured, sold or offered for sale or 
use before any appficable deadline therein. 
(b)' Section #lSI shall not be construed to prohibit the maintenance or service 
0[ allY product fL'ith a Group I chemical. provided that after January 1. 1997, only 
recovered and recycled Group I chemicals are used for such purposes. 
!CI The Air Resources Board shall adopt ref5ulationsas necessary to implement 
the requirements of this Part. including any additional measures. such as 
intermediate deadlines. necessary to achieve the purposes of Section 44452(c}. 
,d) The Board shall adopt regulations under which any person may petition, 
no later than one year prior to the applicable deadline. for an extension of a 
deadline established uT/der Sections 44451 or 44452. The Board may' grant. by 
rel<ulati01I. up to three extensions of not more than two years each, provided the 
petitioner has demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence that; 
f 1 j The petitioner has thorouf5hly and fairly considered all alternative 
chemicals. products. or processes that potentially would achieve compliance with 
the applicable deadline. or which would result in a lower level of ozone 
depletion; 
I::) .Vo such alternative is ar;ailable for the petitioner's particular application; (.]) If the deadline is extended. the petitioner will implement all commercially 
available means to prevent the emission of Group I or Group II chemicals to the 
atmosphere; and 
(4) The extension is necessary to avoid substantial and widespread economic 
lind social hardships to the general public. 
Ie) Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (d), the Board may grant 
uTl extension or e.rtensions of an app{jcable deadline as necessary for basic 
research purposes or for medical purposes. 
44454. By regulation, the Board shall alter any deadline established pursuant 
to Sections 44451 or 44452. in order to establish an earlier deadline, if it finds that 
feasible and commercially practicable alternatives to specific uses of Group lor 
Group II chemicals are earlier available . 
.J4455. (a) By January 1. 1993. the Bureau of Automotive Repair shall 
establish and administer a program mandating the installation and proper use of 
approved refrigerant recycling equipment by any person who services vehicular 
air conditioners. and enforcing the use of that equipment. 
(b) As used in this Section and in Section 44451: 
(I) "Approt'ed refrigerant recycling equipment" means equipment that is 
approved by the Air Resources Board. in consultation with the Bureau of 
,-{utomotive Repair which will minimize the amount of Group / chemicals 
released to the atmosphere: and 
(2) "Vehicular air conditioner" means mechanical t'apor compression 
refrigeratioll equipment used to cool the drivers or passenger compartment oj 
any motor vehicle. or the refrigerated compartment of a commercial vehicle. 
.J44S6. Nothing in Part i or Part 8 of Division 26 shall be construed to remot:e 
or diminish the obligations of any person under Chapter 6.6 of DivisWn 20 fL'ith 
regard to any substance to which Part 7 or Part 8 applies. 
SECfION 16. Article 10.8 is added to Chapter 3 of Division 1 of Title 7 of the 
Government Code, to read: 
Article 10.8. Commercial and Residential Tree Planting 
65592. (a) By December 1. 1991. the Resources Agency shall adopt regulations 
requiring that any person who constructs a project plant one tree for each fit'e 
hundred (500) square feet of such project. 
I b) Such regulations shail provide for appropriate tree selection that 
maximizes air quality benefits (including absorption of gases that may 
contribute directly or indirectly to atmospheric warming), energy conservation, 
and appropn·ate long tenn maintenance of the trees planted. 
(c) The regulations shall also provide that tree planting shall be done. in the 
follOWing order of priority: 
(1) On the site of the project; 
(2) On prit'ate property. or along public streets, within five miles of the site of 
the new development; or 
(3) On public or private land. or along public streets. within the same 
geographical area. 
rd) The regulations shall further establish procedures for payment of an 
appropriate fee to a locally designated agency, or other agency determined by the 
Resources Agency, in lieu of planting and maintenance. to be used solely for the 
planti nl{ and maintenance of trees. 
(e) the rel?ulations shalf exempt any project of less than five hundred (500) 
square feet of construction. and any project which involves remodeling or 
replacement of a single family home. from the requimnents of this Section. 
SECfION 17. Chapters 5, 6 and 1 are added to Part 2.5 of Division 4 of the 
Public Resources Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 5 
Article 1 
.J801. As used in Chapters S; 6 and i of this Part, "stand~ancient redwood" 
means a forested area containing at least six trees per acre 0 the species Sequoia 
rempen'lrens [(reater than ,]2 inches diameter at breast heig t or greater than 1 is 
years old. -
Article 2 
4802. The .4ncient RedfL'OOd Forest and Reforestation Fund is hereby created. 
.J8OJ. (a j .Votwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code. all money 
deposited in the Ancient Redwood Forest and Reforestation Fund is hereby 
continuously appropriated to the Wi/dlife Conservation Boord. without regard to 
fiscal years, for (I) acqUISition of stands of ancient redlJ)()()c/; (2) for grants to 
itself and to other public agencies. public land trusts or nonprofit organizations. 
jor IIrban ji)restry projects. as defined by Section 4799.09. and for their 
mainte/wnce. or 10 establish. rehabilitate. maintain or restore forest lands by 
refi'reslatioll. or jilr public plantillg or maintenallce or other appropriate TUrai 
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f(1T'est resuurce impror:emellt projects: and (31 for associated administratIVe costs 
'of the Board or other auenCfl in Cll1T!ling out these proflrams. The Secretarp of thE' 
Resources AuenCfl may seiect a Department within the Resuurces Auency. other 
than the 'tFild/ife ConservatIOn Board. to admmister the prollram established b!l 
subpaTOllraph (:li. 
(b, XO later than August 15. 1991. the Wildlife COl/servation Board shall 
establish. after public hel)nng. a priority list of stands of anCIent redwood whIch 
should be acquIred by the Statc of CalifornlO. In establishing that list. the Board 
shoJi consider. but not be limIted to. u:hether the possible acqulsilton 1.< 
threatened by lO!lllmg, would preserve an undisturbed stand of anCIent redllXXJd. 
provide a representative example of the coastal redwood forest which prevIOusly 
existed. provide criticol habitat to plants and animals. provide opportunities for 
public access. and whether it could be effectively managed to preseroe its values. 
The Board shall lIive highest priority to acquisition of the larllest remaining 
srands of ancient redwood (measured alone or in conJunction with other 
contiguous acquisitions) never previously subject to timber harvesting. 
As 'promptly as feasible after the establishment of the priority list. but no later 
than f'oior:ember i. 1991. the Board shall begin acquisition of the stands of anCIent 
redwood. with an aggregate market value of two hundred miJlion dollars 
(S2(X)JXXJ.(J(}()). by enterinll into binding agreements for purchase or by initiating 
condemnation proceedings. Upon acquisition. the stands shall be managed in 
perpetuity to preserve their integrity and value as anCIent redwood forest. free 
from logging, and the Secretary of the Resources Agency may designate such 
stands as ecolopcol preserves within the meaning of Section 1580 of the Fish and 
Game Code. notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1582. 
(c) Where the owner of a stand of anCIent redwood desiflnated for acquisition 
is unwi"ing to se" voluntarily. tne Board shall utilize the eminent domain 
authOrity of the State of California to acquire the property by eminent domain. 
In any case where the stand of ancient redwood designated for acquiSition is 
threatened by logging, and where the owner is unwilling to sell voluntarily. the 
Board shall utilize the procedures for possession prior to judllment speCIfied m 
Article 3 of Chapter 6 of Title 'i of Part 3 of the Code ofCil'i1 Procedure. 
(d) In exerCIsing such authOrity, the Board shan consider alternatives to 
acquisition in fee. including easements, development rights. life estates. leases 
and leaseback arrangements. to the extent that they may result in acquisition of a 
greater amount of anCIent redwood. but in all cases the stand of anCIent redwOod 
shall be preseroed and shall not be subject to timber harvesting. Reference in 
Chapter 5 or Chapter 6 to the acquisition of stands of anCIent redwood means 
acquisition of fee simple title or of lesser interests under this subsection. 
CHAPTER 6 
4804. Bonds in the total amount of three hundred million dollars 
($3O(J.(J(}(),(J(}()), exclusive of refunding bonds. or so much thereof as is necessary. 
may be issued and sold to be used for carrying out the purposes expressed in 
Section 4803 and to be used to reimburse the General Obligation Bond Expense 
Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the Government Code. The bonds, 
when sold. shall be and constitute a valid and binding obligation of the State of 
California. and the full faith and credit of the State of California is hereby 
pledged for the punctual payment of both prinCIpal and interest as they become 
due ant! payable. 
4805. The proceeds of bonds and notes issued and sold pursuant to this 
Chapter shall be deposited in the Ancient Redwood Forest and Reforestation 
Fund created by Section 4802. Two hundred million dollars (S2O(J.(J(}(),(J(}()) shall 
be alloCllted for the purposes of acquiring stands of anCIent redwood, and one 
hundred million dollars (S1()(),(J(}(),OOO) shall be allocated for the remaining 
purposes specified by Section 4803. 
4806. The bonds authorized by this Chapter shall be prepared. executed. 
issued, sold, paid, and redeemed as provided in the State General Obligation 
Bond Low (Chapter 4 [commencing with Section 16720J of Part 3 of DiVision 4 of 
Title 2 of the Government Code), and all provisions of tllat law shOll apply to the 
bonds and are hereby incorporated in this Chapter as though set forth in full in 
this Chapter. 
4807. (a) Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance and sale. 
pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Low, of the bonds authorized by 
this Chapter, the Ancient Redwood Forest and Reforestation Finance Committee 
is hereby created, and for purposes of this Chapter is "the committee" as that 
term is used in the State General Obligation Bond Lou;. The committee shall 
consist of the Controller, the Director of Finance, and the Treasurer. or their 
deSignated representatives. The Treasurer shall serve as chairperson of the 
committee. A majority of the committee may act for the committee. 
(b) For purposes of this Chapter and the State General Obligation Bond Low, 
the Wildlife Conservation Board is hereby designated as "the board. " 
4808. the committee shall act as expeditiously as is consistent with generally 
accepted principles of fiscal prudence to enable the board to carry out the 
purposes of Chapter 5. In so doing, the committee shall determine when it is 
necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this Chapter in order 
to corry out the purposes of Chapter 5, and the amount of bonds to be issued and 
sold. Successive issues of bonds may be authorized and sold to carry out those 
purposes progressively, and it is not lIecessary that all of the bonds authorized to 
be issued be sold at anyone time. 
4809. There shall be collected annually in the same manner and at the same 
time as other state revenue is collected. in addition to the ordinary revenues of the 
state. a sum in an amount required to pay the principal of and interest on. the 
bonds each year. It is the duty of all officers charged by laIC with any duty in 
regard to the collection of the revenue to do and perform each and every act 
which is necessary to collect that additionai sum. 
4810. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, there is hereby 
appropriated from the General Fund. for the purposes of Chapter 5, an amount 
that will eQual the total of the follOwing: 
(a) The sum annually necessary to pay the principal of and interest on. bonds 
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issuea' alld sold pursuant to this Chapter. as the principal aTld tnterest become 
due and pal/able 
(b) The'sum u·izich is Ilecessary t(l carr[, out Section 480&. appropriated 
without reuard to (tscal uears. 
4811. For the PUTPOs~ o(ca1T!ltn{; out Chapter 5. the Director of FiTlaTlce mall 
authonze the withdrawal from the GeTleral Fund of aTI amount or amounls //01 ttl 
exceed the amOUT/t of unsold bonds which have been authorized bu the commit ) 
to be sold for the 'purposes of Carr!liTl1! out those provisions' Any amoU/,. . 
withdrawTl shall be aeposlted /11 the fUlld created by Section 481J:3. ,4'1!' money 
made available under this section shall be retumed to the General FUTld from 
money received from the saie of bonds which would otherwise be deposited in the 
fund created by Section 4802. 
4812. The board may request the Pooled Money Investment Board to make a 
loan from the Pooled Money InvestmeTlt Account in the General Fund. in 
accordance with Section 16312 of the Government Code. to carry out Chapter 5. 
The amount of the loan shall not exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which 
the committee has, by resolution. authorized to be sold for the purposes of 
Chapter 5. The board shall execute any documents as required by the Pooled 
Money Investment Board to obtaill and repay the loan. Any amounts loaned shall 
be deposited in the fund to be allocated in accordance with Chapters 5 and 6. 
4813. All money derived from premium and accrued interest on bonds sold 
shall be reseroed and shall be available for transfer to the General Fund as a 
credit to expenditures for bond interest. 
4814. Any bonds issued or sold pursuant to this Chapter may be refunded bu 
the issuance of refunding bonds in accordance with Article 6 (comme;IciTlg ICith 
Section 16iBO) of Chapter 4 of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government 
Code. Approval by the electors of the state for the issuance of the bonds shall 
include approval of the issuance of any bonds issued to refund any bOllds 
originally issued or any previously issued refunding bonds. 
4815. (a) Notwithstanding Section 16312 of the Governmellt Code and 
Section 4812. the interest on any loans made from the Pooled Money Investment 
Account to the fund in order to corry out the purposes of Chapter 5 shall be paid 
from the General Fund. 
(b) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code. the amounts 
required to be paid pursuant to subdivision (a) are hereby continuously 
appropriated from the General Fund. 
(c) The appropriations for interest payments pursuant to subdivision (b) are 
appropriations for debt service. as defined in Section 8 of Article XIII B of the 
California Constitution, and are therefore exempt from tne appropriatiolls limit 
set by that Article. 
4816. The People of the State of California hereby find and declare that. since 
the proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this Part are not "proceeds of 
taxes" as that term is used in Article Xlll B of the Colifornia Constitution, tf.-
disbursement of these proceeds is not subject to the limitation imposed by t a I 
.4 rticle. .; I 
481 i. It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting' , 
Chapters 5 and 6 that the bond funds authorized by Chapter 6 shall not be used I 
to displace any existing sources of funds for the purposes authorized by Section i 
4803. 
CHAPTER 7 
4818. Between November i, 1990. and November i, 1991, to the extent 
constitutionally permissible, no logging shall occur. and no timber harvesting 
plan authorizing such logging shall be approved, within any stand of ancient 
redwood which, alone or in conjunction with any contiguous stand under public 
ownership. measures ten (10) or more acres and which has never previously been 
subject to timber harvesting. 
4819. Any stand of ancient redwood may be logged only by using the 
selection method. For purposes of this Section, "selection method" means a 
silvicultural system in which continuous forest cover remains follOWing 
completion of lagging operations, and in whicn the stand is at all times composed 
of trees of various ages and sizes. 
SECTfoN 18. Public Contract Code Section 12161 is repealed. 
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SECTION 19. !:lection 12161 is added to the Public Contract Code, to read: 
12161. For the purpose of this Article, "recycled paper product" means all 
paper and woodpulp products containing postconsumer waste and secondary II 
waste materials as defined in this Section. "Postconsumer waste" means a 
finished material which would normally be disposed of as solid waste. havT \' 
completed its life cycle as a consumer item. "Secondary waste" means fragmt &, . 
of finished prOducts or finished products of a manUfacturing process which has ., 
converted a virgin resource into a commodity of real economic value and includes 
postconsumer waste. but does not include fibrous waste generated during the 
manufactUring process such as fibers recovered from waste water or trimmings of 
paper machine rolls (mill broke). lCood slaGs. chips. sawdust or other wood 
residue from a manufacturing process. "Recycled paper product" means a paper I 
product with not Jess than fifty percent of its total weight consisting of secondary J 
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and postconsumer u'aste u'ith nllt less than ten percent of its total weight 
consistinll of postconsumer IL'Oste. 
SECfIO\" 20. Sections 12162. 12163. and 12168 of the Public Contract Code 
are amended. to read: 
12162. I a I The deoartmcnt !J nd other state lJIumcies. in consultation with the 
10ard" shall revise 1fl' thei r procedures and specificatIOns for state purchases of aper products. to give preterence; ,ilepe I er ~ to the purchase of paper products containing recycled paper ~ as defined pursuant to Section 
12161. 
(bl The department and other state alleflcies shaH give It preference to the 
suppliers of recycled paper products .IS defined pursuant to Section 12161. This 
preference shall be tt-p fe .; 10 percent of the lowest bid or price quoted bv 
suppliers offering nonrecvcled paper products. In bids in which the state has 
reserved the nght to make multiple awards. the recvcied paper preference cost 
shall be applied, to the extent possible, so as to maximize the dollar participation 
of recvcled business in the contract award. 
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+e-r IC) To encourage the use of postconsumer waste. the tte!'aptltlellt's 
specifications of the department and other state agencies shall require recycled 
paper product contracts to be awarded to the bidder whose paper ~
contains the greater percentage of postconsumer waste if the fitness and quality 
and price meet the requirements in Sections 12161 and 12162. 
~ (d) The tte!,aptfflellt procuring agencies shall set the following goals for 
the .purchasing of recycled paper products: 
(1) By January I, 1992. at least 35 percent of the total dollar amount of paper 
products purchased or procured by the tte!'ltPtltlellt procuring agencies shall be 
purchased as a recycled paper product. 
(2) By January 1. 1994. at least 40 percent of the total dollar amount of paper 
products purchased or procured bv the ttel'aPtfflellt procuring agencies shall be 
purchased as a recycled paper product. 
(3) By Januarv 1. 1996. at least 50 percent of the total dollar amount of paper 
products purchased or procured by the ttel'IIPtfflell( procuring agencies shall be 
purchased as a recycled paper product. 
-f!r (e) Procuring agencies shall report to the department on their progress in 
..' meeting the goals and shall submit to the department a detailed plan to meet the 
• ~goals. The department shall develop a unitorm reporting procedure by which 
, l'P8etlpill~ agencies procuring products shall abide. If at any time a goal has not 
been met. the department, in consultation with the board, shall review 
procurement policies and shall make recommendations for immediate ~
revision to ensure that each goal is met. ~ itteitIfte.: I!ttt I!I'e ft&I; Iifftife& fe; 
~ ~ ~eftllsift~ !!peiepellee tHW!  ~ ~ fer ~ er etteft ~
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~ Le~isiltttlPe Ht ~ tte!'Mtfflellt's IIftftI:Iti f'e!'et'f ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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12163. i a) The director, in consultation with the board. shall review the 
procurement specifications currently used by the department and other state 
agencies in order to eliminate; IIftepe. ep ee8118fflietliL ~ discrimination 
against the procurement of recycled paper products. 
(b) The director. in consultation with the board. shall review the recycled 
paper product content specifications at least annually to consider increasing the 
percentage of recvcled paper product in paper and woodpuip product purchases. 
The director shall include his or her conclusions and recommendations in the 
department's annual report pursuant to Section 12225. 
(c) When contracting with the department for the sale of material subject to 
this article, the contractor shall certify in writing to the contracting officer or his 
or her representative that the material offered contains the minimum percentage 
of recycled paper required by Section 12161 and shall specify the minimum. if not 
exact, percentage of secondarv and postconsumer waste in the paper products. 
The certification shall be furnished under penalty of perjury. 
(d) The department, in consultation with the board. shall establish purchasing 
practices which. to the maximum extent economically feasible. assure purchase of 
materials which mav be recycled or reused when discarded. 
(e) The department shall make every effort to eliminate purchases of paper 
products deemed potential contaminants to the state's recycling program 
pursuant to Section 12165. 
12168. la) Notwithstanding Sections -11074 and -113';-1 of the Public Resourr:es 
Code. ~ fitness and quality being functionally etjtt!tl adequate, all local tHW! 
,fttte !!lfflHe II~ ~ ~!Ie Pee¥etee ~ !,P88t1ets ~ ef 
f!tlIlPee. eiett ~ II~ ~ lit fttt _ tfttHt ~ tefttI!!eM ef 
lIeIlPee:.elett ~ ~ rtU leettt ~ agencies shalllftlt¥ give preference 
to the suppliers of recycled paper products" inciuding but not limited to vrinted 
recycled paper products purchased or contracted for through commercial 
printerr. This prpference shall be at least 10 percent of the lou,'est bId or price 
quoted blj suppliers o!ferinl? nonrecycied paper products. For the purpose of this 
reetion. "local agenCIes" means eveTIJ citlj, COUlltlj, citlj and county, school district. 
and commuT/itlj coiler<e. rtU I-t ~ ~ _ tie+tHe ~ IIfI'IetIftt ef fMt 
!,pefepellee. In bids in which the lveal agellCY stttte has reserved the right to make 
multiple awards, the recvcled paper preterence cost shall be appfied. to the 
extent possible, so as to maximize the dollar partiCIpation of firms offering 
recycled paper 10 the contract award. 
~ ~ e81f1aiflett ~ ttfftettftt ~ !lPeiepef!ees ~ ~ fa ~ 
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(b) If a loca agency can demonstrate that existinS! levels of service have been 
or will be reduced because of fiT/ancial obligations imposed by this Section. they 
shall be entitled to receive reimbursement and may apply for reimbursement 
from the Integrated Waste Management Account for the costs associated wjth this 
Section which are above those costs ordinarily incurred for the procurement of 
paper products. 
TITLE FIVE 
SEcrIO:'ll 21. Division ZJ is added to the Public Resources Code, to read: 
DIVISION 27. BA Y. ESTUARINE AND OCEAN WATER PROTECJ10N 
CHAPTER 1. MARINE RESOURCES SANCTUARY 
37010. A Marine Resources SanctuaTIJ is hereby created which includes all 
state marine bay, estuarine and ocean waters. To protect the Sanctuary and its 
resources: 
(a) No state agency or official shall enter into any lease for the extraction of 
oil or gas therefrom, unless the President of the United States has found a severe 
energy supply interruption and has ordered distribution of the Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve pursuant to 42 U. S. C Section 6241 (d), and the Governor of 
California finds that the energy resources of the Sanctuary will contribute 
s;gni(icant[y to the alleviation tht!1T!Of 
(6) On and after January 1, 2(}()(), no publicly owned treatment worlc shall 
discharge pollutants to the waters of the Sanctuary without at least secondaTIJ 
treatment, as defined by the federal Clean Water Act. No state agency or official 
shall approve. reapprove or concur in a waiver of such a secondaTIJ treatment 
requirement which would allow the discharge, after January 1, 2rKXJ, of pollutants 
to the woters of the SanctuaTIJ, without at least secondary treatment. 
37011. Where necessaTIJ to maintain. protect or enhance the quality of the 
waters of the SanctuaTIJ or its resources, the State Lands Commission or the 
California Coastal Commission may issue cease and desist orders pursuant to the 
procedures of Government Code Sections 66637 through 66641, with respect to any 
permit, lease. license or other approval or authorization for any activity requiring 
a permit. lease, license or other approval or authorization, and may levy 
administrative civil fines pursuant to the procedures and limitations of 
Government Code Sections 66641.5 through 66641.9. The maIimum liability for 
violation of any such cease and desist order shall not exceed S2/5,(}()() per day. Any 
monies recoL'ered hereunder by the State Lands Commission shall be deposited in 
the Land Banlc Fund created by Section 8610. and any monies recot:ered 
hereunder by the California Coastal Commission shall be subject to Section 30823. 
CHAPTER 2. OIL SPILL PREVENTION AND CLLlNUP 
37020. A State Oil Spill Coordinating Committee is hereby created, composed 
of the chairpersons of the California Coastal Commission and State Lands 
Commission. and the Director of the Department of Fish and Game. or their 
designees, to coordinate compliance with this Chapter. 
3';021. After January 1. 1992, no lease shall be issued or renewed for a 
potential source of oil spills, which source is located on granted or ungranted 
tidelands, unless the State Lands Commission has adopted, by regulation. the 
State Oil Spill Prevention Plan. The Plan shall: 
(a) Be applicable to all potential sources of oil spills which may affect the 
Sanctuary and its resources; 
(b) Be implemented through regulatoTIJ and land use actions by all agencies 
with jurisdiction over prevention measures identified in the Plan for potential 
sources of oil spills not within the jurisdiction of the State Lands Commission; 
( c) Specify the prevention measures applicaole to potential sourr:es of oil spills 
including, but not limited to. requirements for the use of tugboat escorts for 
tanlcers, establishment of emergency stations for disabled tanlcers, and periOdic 
inspections of potential sources of oil spills; aiui 
(d) Incluiie requirements for financial responsibility applicable to patential 
sources of oil spills operating in or adjacent to the Sanctuary. 
3';022. (a) By January 1, 1992. the California Coastal Commission. in 
consultation u,-ith the State Lands Commission and the Department of Fish and 
Game. shall specify reqUiremen~Or oil spill contingency plans for a1/ potential 
sources of oil spills which maya reet the Sanctuary established by Chapter I. to 
the extent not preempted or pro 'hited by federal UJw. 
(b) After January 1. 1992, no permit or apTJT(}val required by state or federal 
law from the California Coastal Commission or the San Francisco Bay 
Conservation and Development Commission. for any development or activity 
which may involve a patential source of an oil spil~ shali be apTJT(}ved unless an 
oil spill contingency plan has been approved by the appropriate Commission. 
(c) The requirements specified by the Commission pumJllnt to subdivision (a) 
"hall ensure that each oil spill contingency plan incorporates the best available 
containment and cleanup technology and provides for maIjmum possible 
protection of the Sanctuary and its resourr:es. 
3';023. By JanuaTIJ 1. 1992, the California Coastal Commission shail adopt 
regulationstor the preparation ollocal government and port oil spill contingency 
plans whic shail be submItted to the Commission for certification and which 
,hall be incorporated into certified local coastal programs and port master plans 
pursuant to the procedures of Chapters 6 and 8 of Division 20. 
SECfrO:'-i 22. Article 7 is added to Chapter J of Division 2 of the Fish and 
Game Code. to read: 
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Article i. Oil Spill Prer:entwn and Response 
1250. . The Office of Oil Spill Respmlse II flereb,! created III the Deportment of 
hrh and Game which shall be responsibie for. and direct. all activities reiatllU! to 
oil spill response. inciudin{! interal!enCf; coordination. oil spill continl!ency 
traininl! and lmp/emelltation of oil spill contllll!enCl/ pianj. A Deputu Director o( 
the Department of hrh and Game shaN serve as Administrator of the Offict· . 
(Q I In the event of an oil spill into the waters of the state. the Admlllistrator IS 
authonzed to expend from the Fund created by Public Resources Code SectIOn 
6230. such moneys as he or she deems Ilecessary to respoTld to the spili. assess the 
damal{e from the sPiiJ. restore the affected resources. and make emer{!ency loans 
to victIms of the spill. 
(b i Any person responsible for tIll' spillinl{ or discharl{ing of oil into the waters 
of the state. aTld each of their a/!ents or employees. shall comply Idth directIOns 
of the AdmiTlistrator regarding oil spill response. containment. and cieanup. 
subject to the ot'emdin{! authority of the United States Coast Guard. Failure to 
comply with any such directions shall result in cit'illiability of the responsible 
party to the State of California of not less than ten thousaTld dollars I $JO,(XXJ, nor 
more than two hundred/ifty thousand dollars ($250JX)()) per day. 
I c} The Administrator shall have sale state authorit" over the use of dispersants 
and any oil spill cleanup al!ents in connection with 01/ oil spill or discharl!e. 
consistent with the ref;!ulations adopted pursuant to Water Code Section 13169. 
id,1 The Administrator, in coordination with the Calt!omia Coastal 
Commission, State Lands Commission and the United States Coast Guard shall 
carry out periodic announced and unannounced oil spill drills which shall 
ensure compliance with. and ability to impiement. oil spill continl!ency plam 
and state interagency plans adopted pursuant to Government Code SectIOn 
85i4.I. 
SECTIO" 23. Section 8574.1 of the Government Code is amended. to read: 
8574.1. Itt ~ fe IIft¥ Mftep ~ eS!lferrell tfflf!ft ~ Gs. er!ler ~ 
Htt!; ~~ Ge.er!ls; ~ ~'It!!tttfe eH ~ ee!lti!lre!le .. ~ 
~ fe ~ !,pe;i]ie!l] et Htt!; ~ The Governor shall establish a State 
Interagency Oil Spill Contingency Plan pursuant to the provisions of this Article. 
Division 18 of the Public Resources Code: and Division 2 of Chapter 3 of Article i 
of the Fish aTld Game Code. The Plan shall be reviewed et'ery two years and 
modified as appropriate. 
SECTIO~ 24. Chapter 3.5 of Part 1 of Division 6 is added to the Public 
Resources Code, to read: 
CHAffER 3.5. OIL SPILL PREVENTION AND RESPONSE FvND 
6230.. The Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fund is hereby created. All 
money collected pursuant to Section 6232 shall be deposited in the Fund. 
6231. (a) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, all money 
deposited in the Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fund is hereby continuously 
appropriated to the Office of Oil Spill Response and the Administrator thereof 
Il'ithout regard to (lSca7 years. for the purposes Specified by Fish and Game Code 
Section I25O(a). the Legislature shall appropriate monies in the Fund, only as 
follows: 
(1) The State Lands Cammission. the California Coastal Commission. and the 
DepartmeTlt of Fish and Game. shall each receive five percent (5%) of the Fund 
in the first year in which monies become available for expenditure from the 
Fund. four percent (4%) of the Fund in the second year. three percent (3%1 of 
the Fund in the third year. two percent (2% i of the Fund in the fourth year. and 
one percent 11 %) of the Fund in the fifth and each succeeding year thereafter. to 
be used as necessary to develop. imp{ement and administer the responsIbilities 
imposed by Chapter 2 of Division 2i of the Public Resources Code. by Article i of 
Chapter 3 of Division 2 of the Fish arid Game Code. and by this Chapter. 
(2) The amount appropriated to each agency pursuant to subdivision (a)(I) 
shall not exceed tlOO and one-half million doilars ($2,500J)()(}) annually, unless 
the Legiswture determines otherwise. 
(3) Monies in the Fund shall not be reappropriated. 
. (4) All amounts appropriated pursuant to this Section which are not 
encumbered within the period prescribed by ww shall revert to the Fund. 
(b) Any appropriations made pursuant to this Section shall be used only for 
the purposes expressed. shall be used to supplement current levels of funding. 
and shall not be used to displace any existing sources of funds for the purposes 
authorized. 
6232. The State Lands Commission shall be responsible for collecting and 
administering the Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fund. 
(a) The Commission shall impose an oil spill prevention and response fee on 
each barrel of oil delivered to marine terminals by tanker, or through pipeline 
across, through or under state waters. That fee shall be commensurate with the oil 
spill risk posed by the method of transportation and volume of oil transported, 
but shall not in any case exceed twenty-five cents ($0.25) per hOrrel. No fee shall 
be imposed on any oil owned by a pubEc entity. 
(b) The fee shall be assessed at a rate sufficient for the Fund to reach five 
hundred million dollars ($SOO,ooo,OOO) within six (6) years, at which point it 
shall be considered fully funded and equivalent to the oil spill risks posed. The 
fee shall be adjusted annually to ensure that the Fund remains within 15% of its 
fully funded level. Any and all interest collected shall be retained in the Fund. 
(c) The Attorney General shall bring appropriate actions to recover from 
responsible parties expenditures from the Fund, and in successful proceedings 
shall be entitled to costs and attorney s fees. 
(d) The State Lands Commission is authorized to reduce the size of the Fund 
required by subdivision (b) to a level it determines appropriate, if federal or state 
legislation enacted after October 10. 1989, establishes a simiwr fund. and if the 
Commission finds, after public hearing, that the federal or state le{!islation and 
fund are sufficient to provide at least the level 0fp'rotection for marine resources 
and the People of the State of California required by state law. 
62J3. For purposes of this Chapter, Division 27 of this Code. and Section 1250 
of the Fish and Game Code: 
(a) "Potential source of oil spills" means any facility of any kind, other than a 
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tallker. lL'nich IS or can be used for the purpose of expionn{! for. drillinl! for. 
VrodUClTU;. stor7TI{!. handlinl!. trallsfernlll!. proceSSlnl!. refining or trallSport71lg 
vii mciudin/!. but IIOt /tmited to. marine tennmals used for trans(emnf;! oil til or 
From tankers. offshorr V1pelines. offshore oil exploration rifU ana platforms. and 
deveiopment and proa'uction ril!S and platfonn.l. . 
I bi "Oil" means any kind of petroleu·m. liqUId hydrocarbomc or petroleum i r' 
products or any fractIOn or residues therefrom. a... ~ f: . 
ICI "Operator" has the same meaninft as "responsible person" as defiTled i~ ". 
Harbors and Navil!ahon Code Section 294(g) Ii) IB). 
t d I "Responsible person" has the same meaning as in Harbors and Navi{!ation 
Code Section 294 (g) I iJ. 
lei "Tanker" means a vessel. including. but not limited to. oilers and barl{es. 
lL'hether or not se/fpropelled. constructed or adapted for the camal{e of oil m 
bulk or III commercial quantities as cargo. 
6234. The People of the State of California hereby find and declare that, since 
the oil spill prevention and response fee imposed pursuant to this Chapter is a fee 
which is directly related to and 1L·i7/ not exceed the costs which the State ,i.'TII 
reasonably bear in responding to and preventing oil spills, the disbursement of 
the proceeds of the fee in the manner Specified is not subject to the limitatIOn 
Imposed by Article 1m B of the California Canst/fution. 
SECTIOl\ 25. Section 30232.5 is added to the Public Resources Code, to read: 
30232.5. Notwithstanding Section 30260. oil shall be transported by lalld 
pipeline unless the applicant establishes and the Cammission {inds: 
! a} Transportation bv pipeline is not feasible. or will not he feasible within a 
reasonable period of time because of pipeline unavailability. inadequate capacity. 
or unreasonable tariffs.' 
(b) Pipeline transportation has greater adverse environmental effects; 
(c) All alternative pipeline routes and methods have been collsidered: 
rd) The environmental impacts of the alternative transportation mode are 
mitigated to the maximum extent feasible; and 
(e) The applicant has made an enforceable commitment to use a pipeline as 
soon as operational and available. 
SECTIOl\ 26, Chapter 5.i is added to the Water Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 5.1 WATER QUAUTY PROTECTION 
13397. The most protective water quality criteria for toxic pollutants 
developed by the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to Section 304la, of 
thefederal Clean Water Act are hereby adopted as water quality objectives. except 
where the Environmental Protection Agency approves a standard submitted by 
the State pursuant to Section 30J of the Clean lfater Act, or where the State has 
adopted a more stringent standard pursuant to this Division. 
133915. By January I. 1993. sediment quality objectives, as defined by Section 
13391.5(d). for toxic pollutants Specified by Section 13392.6(a), shall be adopted 
as water quality standards for the states marine bay, estuarine and coastal 
waters. Those stan.dards shall ensure the full protection of public health and~ 
recreational values. and the full protection and propagation of fISh. shellfish and 
their habitat. 
13397.6. (a) The state board shall develop a statewide monitoring program to 
assess water and sediment quality and the biological health of marine bay, 
estuarine and ocean waters. The Board shall report biennially to the Governor 
and the Legislature on the water and sediment quality of such waters, and the 
health of marine resources. Each such report shall provide a deSCriptive and 
numerical comparative analysis of each bay, estuarine, and coastal water area 
from the status at the time of the prior report. 
(b) Each regional board shall develop specific plans for full protection of 
public health and recreational values, and for the fun protection and 
propagation of fish, shellfish and their habitat in the state:r marine bay, 
estuarine and ocean waters. In developing such pwns. the regional boards shall 
ensure full public participation of all interested parties. 
13397.7. (a) By June I, 1992, unless earlier required by federal or state lalL; 
the regional boards and the board shall establish total maximum daily loads . 
load allocotions, and waste load allocations, as required by the federal Clean 
Water Act, for toxic pollutants which address all point and nonpoint industriaL 
municipal, agricultural. and other sources of discharge into any marine bay, 
estuarine or ocean waters. By June 1, 1994, unless earlier required by federal or 
other state law, the regional boards shall implement such total maximum daily 
loads, load allocations and waste load allocations, through the issuance or 
amendmenrof waste discharge requirements. The requirements shall include 
specific discharge limits sufficient to satisfy the load allocations and waste load 
allocations, and shall also include an adequote margin of safety that reflects any 
lack of knowledge about pollutant sources and attainment of water quality 
standards and policies. The regional boards shall periodictJlly revise such limits. 
( b) If the water quality standards for any toxic pollutont are not met for any 
marine bay, estuarine. or ocean waters, and if the regional boards have not 
implemented the total maximum daily loads, load allocations, and waste load 
allocations within the required deadlines, then the regional boards shall be 
prohibited from issuing or amending any waste discharge requirement that 
increases tfie discharge of that pollutant into any such water. 
13397.8. The state })oard shall require each coastal county to develop and 
submit, by January 1, 1994. for state board approval a comprehensive storm water I 
management and control plan for existing and new development. The plan shall 
include implementation. funaing and enforcement components designed to 
minimize runoff to bay. estuarine and ocean waters. 
13398. (a) On and after.january 1, 1992, a pennittee shall submit a pollution ...... 
prevention audit for review by the appropriate regional board prior to the ,.. 
issuance or renewal of 
( 1) A ny local waste water discharge pennit to an industrial user discharging 
25,(}(}() gallons or more daily into a publicly owned treatment IOOrks: 
(2) Such permits for users with a lesser discharge as required by the State 
Board or a regional Eoard: or 
(3) A pennit issued pursuant to Chapter 5.5 of the Water Code, except one 
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, 
, 
issued to a publicllj 'Ju'ned treatment works. 
I bl The board ,hail. in consultation with other appropriate a!{enCles. 
determine u·hether the audit contains the intimnatlOn reQuired blj this Section 
and u'hether It demonstrates blj clear and coTtuncing eudence that a reasonable 
effort is being made to preL'ent pollution. and the board shall requITe IlIllj 
necessarfj rer:isiolls. • 
) . ICI Progress tou'ards implementation of the audit ihall be an enforceable 
. conditilm o( anlj permit specijied iTl subdinslUn I a I. 
,d I Each such allriit shall: 
.!; IJentify all routinely discharged poilutants suspected of contnbutin!{ to 
u-ater qualitu degradation. standards c/O/ations. or adeerse Imoocts OTI be1lejicial 
uses. al/d ail in-planl actlnties. processes or operatlOlls u'hich are the >ources 
thereof alld 
I;:) Include for each such poilutallt ail of the foilou'InI!: 
,A) ,4n estimate of the mass quantity discharl(ed (rom each source idelltified 
ill Id; (I; and the amount enterillg and exitinl( each treatment unit u'ithin the 
plant: " 
IB) A II eL'aluation of the pollution prer:entioll measures available and in-plant 
reCljcling and the degree to which each will prer:ent poi/ution and is tech1llcally 
feaSible alld economlcaily practicable: 
1 C) Based thereon. a specification of the measures that u'ill be implemented by 
the discharger. alld a factual shou'inl!, based on clear alld cOlwincinl! et'idence. 
why any ami/able measure u'as not implemented .. and 
! D! A schedule for implementatio/l. 
Ie 1 For purposes ot'this Section. "pollution pret'ention measures" means invut 
challges. product reformulation. process operations ImproL'ements, process 
equipme1lt improvements, and in-process reCljcling. 
if) The rel(ionai board and any other agency rerieu'inl! such an audit shail 
protect from -public disclosure anlj audit information which is a trade secret 
u'ithin the meaning of Section 6254. i{d) of the Government Code. prodding that 
(1/ a claim or confidentiality is made at the time the audit is submitted and (2) 
acceptinl( the claIm of confidentiality would not be inconsistent u'ith the 
requirements for state programs or publicllj owned treatment works programs 
implementing the federal Clean Water Act or acts u·hich amend or supplement 
that Act. . 
13398.5. Publicly owned treatment Lt'Orks shall establish technical assistance 
programs to assist their illdustrial dischargers that discharge less than 25.()()(} 
galrons daillj. in the decelopment of pollution prevention audits consistent u'ith 
the requirements of Section 13398. Publicly owned treatment works may revise 
their industrial dischar!!e fees to fund such programs. , 
13399. The state boara shail adjust and increase ItS schedule of permit fees 
applicable to ali direct and indirect industrial and commercia[ dischargers. 
u·hich are assessed and collected annually. The schedule offees. as adjusted shall 
be increased in an amount sufficient to fund the respoTlSlbilities of the board and 
regional boards under this Cliapter and the responsibilities of the Devartment of 
Health Sen'ices pursuant to Article 10.1 of Chapter;: of Part 1 of Dicision I of the 
"- Health and Safety Code, shall create incentives to reduce pollutant discharge. and 
shall be based on the total number of dischargers assessed fees, the relatit'e 
amount and toxicity of pollutants discharl(ed. and such other factors that the 
Board finds necessaTIJ: provided. however. that the increase in the amount offees 
required by this Section shall not exceed two million dollars. 
SECfrO:-; 27. :\rticle 10.1 is added to Chapter 2 of P:rrt 1 of Division 1 of the 
Health and Safetv Code, to read: 
Article 10./. Jlarine Resources and Human Health Standards 
-12:-'10. The State Department of Health Sen'ices shail take all necessary 
actions to identify threats to public health from contaminated fish. and (rom 
u'aters that pose a publIC health threat to sU'immers or beach users. and shal1 take 
ail necessarlj steps to warn alld protect the public from such threats to public 
heaith. 
42:-'11. (a 1 Ey December 31. 1991. the Director shall adopt. by regulation, 
based on clear and condncing ecidence. health based standards ji)r poisonous or 
deleterious substaTlces. as defined in Section 26520. including. but not limited to. 
aldrtn. dieldrin. benzine hexachloride. chlordane. DDT. endnn. heptachlor and 
heptachlor epoxide. PCB's. heavy metals. mercuTIJ. dio,Tills. copper. lead. zinc. 
toxaphene. alld bac~eria{ and viral contaminants. in fish and shellfish. aT~d ~t~er 
marine life used jor food. zn accordance WIth the standards specljlea jor 
pesticides in Section ~69061 b), If. hou·eur. the presence of pervasive. una~'oidl!ble 
envirollmental contaminants exceeds those standards. the consequences of the 
application of those standards on the availability of an adequate. wholesome. and 
economical marille f('od supply shall be considerea. and those standards shall be 
modified accordimdy: pro~'ided that. this exception shall be strictly construe,d to 
protect the public health. u'hile recognizing the uTlcontrollable nature OJ the 
presence of those contaminants. 
I bl The Department shall. in cooperation with the Department of Fish and 
Came. e:rercise all pOU'eT$ available under Division 21 of this Code. and shall take 
all appropriate actions to pret'ent human consumptIOn of fish contaiTllng 
substances zn e.Tcess ollhe standards established by subsecti01I rai. inclUding the 
closure of.$pecific areas or the prohibItion of the takinl( o/species within speCIfic 
areas in sport or cOmmercial fishill!!. 
ICI The stana'ara's adopted pursuallt to subdiviSIon (al shail be ~'aild for 110 
longer than set'en years from the date of adoption. All those standards sltail be 
rer:ieu'ed by the Director fit'e ycarst(,i1ou'ins< the date afadoption to determzne If 
there has been a reduction. or mcreau. in the pemstence or pen'asiveness o{eacn 
enL'ironmentai contamillant. All standards shail be rensed accordindlj. PriJIJ()sed 
ret:;uiatimls reclszn!! or collfiTlUillS< the standards .I·hall be vramulgated six months 
prior to the expiratlVII date of' allY IIppiicable standards. Each ret'isioll or 
contilluatioll of (1 standard .$hafl be supported by dear illld convznctns< f!ndence. 
-12:-'12. III By JanuanJ I. 1992. the Department. ill cuoperatiml u'ith the State 
Water Resources C.mtrol Board. ,hall develop alld adovt j'are stateu'ide u'lIter 
quality,talldllrd, {or ,U'lmmers lind beach user.l· jilT manne bay. estuarine. ,md 
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coastal u'aters utilizing hoth coliform bacterium and enterococci bacterillm liS 
i lIdica tors. In deL'elopiTIIt standards. the Department shall IIlso COllslder the 
protection of'children and the nsks assocrnted with viruse::. 
. bl AIlIf body ofu'ater jim.,d to exceed such standards shall in additiun to the 
requirement. "f Section -I2;~.5. immediately be posted with a public health 
u'arnlng by the public health official havinrs junsdiction over such area. The area 
)'hall remain posted until such time as the standard is complied with. 
ie} If arlY bodlj of u'ater exceeds these standards for thirty (30) or more days 
per /jear. the public health offiCial hacing jurisdiction OL'er such area shail post a 
permanent health [wminl( notifyinrs the public of the chronic c01ltamwation. 
The public health official shall rellort chrotlic crmtamillation postinl!s to the 
rel!lOnal [wter quality control board in u'hose jurisdiction the body of water is 
located. The warninrss may be removed only u'hen the body of water experiellces 
less than thirty (30) days per year of chronic contamination. 
-I27.l3. :Vothlng in thIS Article shall be construed to remove or diminish the 
oblirsations of any person under Chapter 6~6 of Division 20 with regard to any 
I'Ubsta Tlce to which this A rticle applies. 
TITLE SIX 
SECTIOl'i 28, Chapter 3.5 is added to Title 2 of the Government Code, to 
read: . 
CH.4PTER 3.5. £'VVIRONME,VTAL ADVOCiTE 
12260. (01 The Office of the Environmental Advocate is hereby created. There 
is in state government an Ellvironmental Advocate. u'ho shail administer the 
Office of the Environmental Advocate. The Environmental Advocate shail be 
elected in the General Election of 1992 in the same manner as the Governor, for a 
term of two years. and thereafter for a term of (our years. 
(b I The Of/ice of the ETwiT(}nmental Aavocate shall have all the proper 
powers o( a Department of the executive branch. 
i cl The Environmental Advocate shall advocate the proper implementation of 
the Environmental Protection Act of 1990, and the full and complete enforcement 
of all the laws of the State of California relating to environmental protection and 
public health. The Environmental Advocate shall conduct oversil(ht 
z'nt·estigations. studies and any other analyses appropriate to ensure compliance 
u'ith such laws. The Environmental Advaeate shall also recommend to private 
parties. the Governor. the Legislature. the United States Congress and all 
appropriate agencies policies and actions to ensure environmental protection and 
public health. 
Idl The California Council on Environmental Ouality is hereby created as 
part or the Office of the Envimnmental Advocate. The Governor shalf appoint six 
members to the CounCIL subject to Senate confirmation. each for a term eTlding 
JanuaTIJ I. 1993. and the Director of the Department or Health Services shall serve 
as chairperson until that date. Upon election of the Environmental Advocate. the 
Advocate shail appoint six members to the Council. subject to Senate 
conjirmation. for two year terms, and the Advocate shalf serve as chairperson. 
Each member of the Council shall have significant expertise on questions 0/ 
environmental protection and public health. and the Council shail include 
r~present~tives of the UniverSity of California and the California State 
[nzversltles. Each member shail serve WIthout compensation. but shail be 
reimbursed for actual and necessaTIJ e:rpenses incurred in the perfonnance of his 
or her duties to the extent that reimbursement is not otherwise provided by 
another public agenClj or agencies. and shall also receive one hundred dollars 
'$1()()) for each (ull day of attending meetings of the Council. Each member of 
the Council shall be subject to Chapter i of Title 9 of the Government Code. 
I e I The Council shalf issue periodic reports on the state of the environment 
and shall evaluate the state's progress towards meeting the requirements of the 
Environmental Protection Act of 1990. 
ifi The Council shall also: 
,. J.I Administer a competitive grants program for applied research and 
extension on alternatives to pesticides in agriculture. including interdisciplinaTIJ 
projects on alternative farming systems. methods. processes and technologies: 
(2) Administer a competitive grants program for applied research on 
development of alternatives and other methods for compliance with Titles 4 and 5 
of the Environmental Protection Act of 1990, and for methods of source reduction 
of toxic chemIcals in the State. 
. «I All public agencies of the State of California shall cooperate with the 
EnVIronmental Adcocate and shall provide information to the Encironmental 
Adwcate upon request necessaTIJ to carry out his or her duties. 
t h I The Lersislature may assign additional responsibilities to the 
Eneironmental .4d~·ocate. consistent with this Section. The Governor and 
LegIslature shail appropriate funds and provide personnel to the Office of the 
Envimnmental Advocate sujficient for the Environmental Advocate to meet the 
requirements of this Section. 
iii The Advocate. in his or her name, is authorized to brin!! or interoene in any 
lersal or other proceeding to ensure compliance with the Environmental 
Protection Act of 1990 or other laws enacted to protect the environment and 
public health. Before undertaking any such action. the Advocate shall initiate ail 
appmpriate means to reso/t'e the matter informally. by conferring with all the 
tIjfected parties, To the e:rtent the Attorney General also has the authority to take 
iuch actIOn. the Advocate shall give sixty (60) days notice of the proposed actIon. 
and may proceed thereafter onllj if the Attorney General aeciines to proceed. If 
the Attorney General elects to initiate. or intervene in. the praposed proceedinl(, 
the ..tdt·ocate may thereafter intervene therein. as a matter of right. HowCL'er. the 
requzrement for a sixtlj (60) day notice shail be inapplicable in situations where 
eariier action is necessary to achieve compliance. but in all such cases the 
Advocate shail canter WIth the Attorney General prior to jilin/? 
j) The ~alary of the Environmental Advocate shall be as specified and 
determined blj Government Code Section 115.52.5. 
; k) .votwithstandins< Section 13340 of the Go~V!rnment Code. the sum of set'en 
hUT/dred fifty thousand dollars l$iSO.()()(}1 is hereby appropriated from the 
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General Fund tu thc Office or the £111'1 r(ln m('ll/II/ :taU/rail' filr (lllerat1fJIII' aUnTlI:: 
fiscal year 1992-1 fh'j 
(I) Notwithstandl1l/! Section 13J40 o( Ihe (;,,(J'mmenl Cilde, the SUII/ (If fortll 
million dol/ars 'S4fJ'()(}()J)(){)1 is rontlnu{)usill iJJIJlTlIllrWled from IiI( de;lerai 
Fund to the Office r/lhe En t'ir(}11 mental Adw('IJ/I, u'llhllUI relZard t" (isca/ uear!, 
/lIr IIIl grants procrall/J specified 1/1 subd/nsloll '/;, /0 be aiiociJ'ted eQ'uaU/J 
hetween the purposes specified /11 subd/ns/ll/l 'f:' J alia lirose specIfIed 1;1 
subd/ns/oll ,I I~ elliit the EIIL"irclllmelllal Adc;)ratl' i.s elected. 1/(1 TTI,;rp Ihall 
Iwelll!/fire percent 5t; I of such gran/funds m(Ju be au:ard,~d 
TITLE SEVE\ 
SECTIO!\ 29, Di\ision 13.2 is added to the Public Resources Code. to read 
DlHSIOX JJ.2 Elv'FORCEMENT OF mE £.IIiVIRONMEl\'TAL 
PROTECT/Ol\' ACT OF 1990 
. ~1l8o. la) In aadition to any other remedy ami/able at lau: or III equity. an!! 
provIsion of the Enuronmental Protection Act of 1990 that requires or forbIds a 
pm'ate party to take or refrain from action directly affectin/! the ellcirOTlment or 
human health II/a(l ue enforced pursuanl to this section. An!! person. illciud/n{! 
any (!or;ernmentaJ a;;:enry. who has violated. IS vlOlatinl!" or is threa/enllllZ to 
nolate any such pronflOn may be enjoined. and a civil pi!nalty may be imposed. 
III any court of competent }unsdiction. 
I bl All action pursuant to this sect/on may be broul!,ht bu the Attomeu 
General in the name of the People of the State of California. or' by any d,stnet 
attomey, or by any CIty attomey of a cit!! or city and county havmg a population 
in excess of ,-sO.{;(j(J. or u·ith the consent of the district attomey by any city 
attomey or city prosecutor. 
IC) An action pursuant to this section may be brou{!ht by any person actm!! 111 
the public interest If ! 1 I the action is commenced more than sixtu daus after the 
person has ~iven wntten Tlotice of the violation which is the subject oj the actIOn 
to the Attorney General and the district attorney and any city attomey in u'hose 
jurisdiction the ololation IS aJJe{!ed to occur. and to the allel!,ed violator: and (2; 
none of such public officials has commenced and is dilig/mtly prosecutmf! an 
actIOn agamst such VIOlation. The limitations specified in this subsection do not 
apply to an action brought against a governmental agency or official. 
Id) If a public official undertakes a prosecution pursuant to the IL'ritten notIce 
described in subdivision ICI (l). before the noticin{! party brings an action under 
subdioision (c/, the person who gave the notice shall be permitted to intervene m 
the action on such terms as the court finds appropnate. 
(ei The Legislature shall establish appropriate penalties, civil and mminai. 
for violations of the. provisions of the Act for which a penalty is not specified 
These penalties need not be uniform. These penalties shall prOVIde that in an1l 
civil action brought pursuant to subdioision (ci any preoailing plaintiff and 
mtervenor shall be entitled to share in an appropriate portion of any civil 
penalty imposed. as well as appropriate attorney's fees authorized by any other 
provision of laIL·. An mteroenor may receive attorney :r fees upon a finding by the 
court that the efforts of the interoenor substantially assisted the court in reach in" 
a just resolution of the case. In such event. the court shall divide the portion of 
civil penalties awarded. and shall award attorney's fees. takin{! into account tlie 
r:espective contributions of the porties to the success of the action aud the need for 
mteroentzon. 
21181. All/aws and reeulations of this State designed to protect the food 
supply or environment including this Act, shall be liberally construed to achieve 
those purposes. 
TITLE EIGHT 
SECTIO\ 30. Governor', Responsibilitl' 
The GO\ernor is accountable to the Peopie of the State of California for the 
complete. tlmeh anci effective impJementatlOn of this Act. The Governor shall 
therefore annualh report to the People on the status of impiementation. 
begml\ing October 15. 1991. TITLE \I'\E ., I 
SECTIO\ 31. Technical \\atters I 
(a I If any pronsion of this Act. or the application of that provision to anv , 
person or circumstances. is held invalid, the remainder of this :\.ct. to the ' 
maximum extent it can be given effect. or the applicatlOn of that provision to 
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid. shall not 
be affected therebv. and to this end the provisions of this Act are severable. 
(b) This Act shall be liberally construed and applied in order to fully promote 
its underlving purposes. so that if more than one construction of a partIcular 
provision IS possible. the one which more fully accomplishes the purposes of this 
Act shall be applicable. 
" i c) "0 provision of this Act shall be amended by the Legislature. except to 
turther Its purposes bl' a statute passed by each house bv roll call vote entered in 
the journal with two-thirds of each membership concurring, if at least fourteen 
davs prior to passage in each house the bill is in its final fonn, or bl' a statute that 
becomes effectJve oni\' when approved bv the electorate. . 
(d, Any regulation adopted bv an agencv, department or official charged with 
enforCing am' pro\1Sion of this Act is not subject to Article 6 of Chapter 3.5 of Part 
1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code. Any such regulation shall 
include a statement as to the basis upon which it is predicated. -
Ie) All references to statutes or regulations in this Act are to the text thereof in 
effect October 10, 1989. unless changes to those statutes or regulations further the 
purpose of this .'\.ct. In that event, this :\ct shall be interpreted to refer to the 
amended statute or regulation. 
(f) l\othing in this ~-\ct shall diminish any legal obligation otherwise imposed 
bv common law. statute or regulation. nor enlarge any defense in any action to 
enforce that legal obligation. Any penalties or sanctions imposed under this Act 
shall be in addition to any penalties or sanctions otherwise prescribed by law. 
ig) For purposes of this Act. "person" shall have the same meaninlr as in 
Section 26024 of the Health and Safety Code, and shall also include the United 
States. and its agencies and officials to the extent constitutionally pennissible. 
ih) (l) Any action or proceeding to attack. re\iew, set aside, void or annul a 
determination, finding. or decision, including a failure to act. of anv public 
agency. made as a result of a proceeding in which by law a hearing is required to 
be given. e\idence is reauired to be taken and discretion in the determination 
facts is vested in the agency. on the grounds of noncompliance with the provisio .. ....a 
of this Act, shall be in accordance with Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil. I 
Procedure. In any such action, the court shall not exercise its independent 
judgment on the e\idence. but shall only determine whether the act or decision is 
supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record. 
(2) In an action other than one under subdivision (1), the inquiry shall extend 
only to whether there was a prejudicial abuse of discretion. Abuse of discretion is 
established if the agency has not proceeded in a manner required by law or if the 
detennination or decision is not supported by substantial e\idence. 
Proposition 129: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the 
provisions of Article II. Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure expressly amends the Constitution by amending, 
repealing, and adding sections thereto, amends, repeals, and adds sections to 
various codes: therefore. existing provisions proposed to be deleted are printed in 
~~ and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type 
to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
TITLE L 
PURPOSE 
SECTION L This act shall be imOM! as the Comprehensive Crime Reduction 
and Drug Control Act of 1990. 
SECTION 2. We, the People of the State of California, fmd and declare: 
(a) As Californians, we have the inalienable right to be free from crime. to be 
secure in our homes, to be safe on our streets, and to be protected in our schools. 
(b) Government has failed to assure our right to be free from crime. 
(1) Too few criminals are identified and apprehended. 
(2) Those who are apprehended are accorded rights bv our courts and bl' our 
state Legislature that prevent administration of swift and sure justice, that have 
unnecessarily expanded the rights of accused criminals far beyond that which is 
required by the United States Constitution, that have unnecessarily added to the 
costs of criminal cases. that have diverted the judicial process from its function as 
a quest for truth, and that have too often ignored the rights of crime victims. 
Comprehensive reforms are needed in order to restore balance and fairness to 
our criminal justice system. 
(3) Those who are con\icted too often evade the full measure of punishment 
the law was intended to pro\ide because California suffers from an acute shortalre 
of prison capacity, often resulting in prisoners being released before serving their 
full terms, frequentlv to return to their criminal enterprises upon release. 
(c) Certainty and swiftness of punishment deter crime: 
(I) Delays i~ apprehension and the prospect of evading apprehension 
altogether durumsh the deterrent effect of the criminal law. 
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(2) Convoluted procedures that obstruct the pursuit of truth have protracted 
criminal trials, needlessly delaying punishment and impeding deterrence. 
(3) Inadequate prison and jail facilities lead to early offender release and the 
prospect of their evading the full punishment of the law. 
(4) The death penalty is a deterrent to murder, but protracted delays in 
capital trials impede its effectiveness as a deterrent. . 
(d) Much of our crime problem can be traced to illicit drugs, particularlv 
cocaine and. most recently. crack cocaine. The ~despread use of such drugs has 
conferred vast wealth on the dealers, has contributed to the dramatic expansion 
of California's street gangs. and has attracted international drug traffickers who 
increasingly base their smuggling and national distribution in California. The 
lucrative narcotics trade in turn spawns a wide range of crimes-ranging from 
drug-law violations to \iolent crimes of all kinds. Drugs are California's largest 
and fastest-growing crime problem. They threaten to overwhelm the entire 
criminal justice system. from police to courts to prisons. Drug-related crime is a 
problem of such size and scope that it requires a comprehensive solution. 
Ie) Increased efforts to prevent children from using drugs, and to treat drug 
addicts, can reduce the demand for drugs. thereby diminishing the profitabilitv of 
the drug trade and the threat of drug-related crime. . 
(f) The federal government has failed to acknowledge and respond to the 
acute dangers California faces because of the failure to secure our international 
borders and the presence here of traffickers, driven from other states bv federal 
law enforcement programs. By failing to allocate the resources it has coIDmitted 
to other states, the federal government has increased the concentration of drug 
traffickers here. -
(g) Increased law-enforcement resources in California applied in a., 
coordinated program o.f drug-interdiction can reduce the volume of drugs 
pOisonmg our society ana can mcrease the apprehension of the traffickers. 
(h) Merely increasing the rate of apprehension of criminals would clog already 
gridlocked courts. Merelv increasing the rate of con\iction of criminals is of little 
value without prisons in which to hold them. A coordinated program to improve 
law enforcement. the administration of justice, and correctional programs is 
necessary to deal effectlvelv WIth the surge m drug-related cnme and violent 
crimes of all kinds. Ggo 
